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^The Band’s
Last Waltz

Rick Danko Ronnie Hawkins and Pobhu

Van Morrison

Robbie Robertson smiles his way through 
an anecdote about road-life. He tells of a job 
the Hawks did in Fort Worth, Texas, recalling 
the venue. He describes a sort of decrepit hall, 
with the stage set far down one end. The struc
ture was so decayed, he explains, that the roof 
had had to go, which was why the place was 
called the Skyline Ballroom. It wasn’t a classy 
joint. They had a one armed go-go- dancer. It 
was only months afterwards, says Robertson, 
they discovered that this was Jack Ruby’s 
nightclub.

The story, one of the moments of The Last 
Waltz, captures a little of the Band's heritage. 
The Band is after all, one of the finest products 
of the sixties, and all that decade holds. 
Robertson himself talks about years of assas
sination, South-East Asian involvement, 
causes of one sort or another. As col
laborators with Dylan, and regulars of late six
ties music festivals, The Band inevitably finds 
itself linked with the social phenomena of its 
formative years.

And yet The Last Waltz, a film of a 1976 con
cert, released in 1978, is so much more than a 
historical curiosity. As the Ruby nightclub tale 
reveals, a degree of social history has rubbed 
off. The Band have been to interesting places 
at interesting times: Albert Hall with Dylan in 
66, Woodstock, the 1968 Woodie Guthrie tri
bute concert at Carnegie Hall. But The Band 
are also musical survivors. To this The Last 
Waltz resoundingly testifies. Whatever the 
sociological fascination of Jack Ruby's 
Skyline Ballroom, playing two-bit joints like it 
in those early years has wrought an undis
puted excellence.

They set off in 1960 as The Hawks, backing 
combo to rock-a-billy Ronnie Hawkins, and 
wound up their touring career (professedly 
anyway) on Thanksgiving Day, 1976, at the 
Winterland, San Francisco. That simply, is 
what Martin Scorcese’s movie The Last Waltz 
and the Warner Brothers' soundtrack album 
are all about.

The Winterland was the first venue to see 
Robertson. Danko, Manuel, Hudson and Helm 
play as The Band. It was decided fitting that it 
should also be the last.

Promoter Bill Graham went overboard to 
ensure it would be a special event. 5,000 tick
ets were sold at $25 a piece and went within 
hours. Dinner and a promenade orchestra 

were laid on. The set from La Travlata was 
hired for $8,000 from the San Francisco Opera 
Company. The chandeliers were props from 
Gone With the Wind.

Maybe such unholy extravagance speaks of 
the middle-class absorption of rock 'ri roll. 
But the real gold of the event was not in the 
baroque setting, but in the committed perfor
mance of The Band, and the astounding 
parade of friends they brought along to celeb
rate.

It is quite fair to call The Last Waltz celebrat
ory. Most of the musicians wear a respectful, 
and in some cases reverential air. Neil Young 
comes on to state, with awkward self aware
ness, that it is one of the pleasures of his life to 
be on the stage with these people. And as if to 
demonstrate feelings of mutual regard, The 
Band provides uniformly excellent backing for 
each artist.

Unlike almost any other parade-of-stars 
event I've experiehced, there is a unity and an 
excited atmosphere to this presentation. The 
film gives an abundance of entertaining im
ages. Ronnie Hawkins Ians Robertson’s guitar 
during a solo in corny tribute, using an impro
bably shaped ten-gallon headpiece. Neil 
Young leaves his microphone to gather, al
most star-struck, with Danko and Robertson 
around another.

Virtually all the musicians given a spotlight 
respond in kind. Some of the enthusiasm re

sults in moments of bizarre abandon. Van 
Morrison demonstrates staggering lunges 
which pass for dancing. Dr John, regaled in 
pink bow-tie, sharing a mike with Neil 
Diamond is similarly amusing. Only Diamond 
appears wholly misplaced in this company, 
even if Joni Mitchell and Clapton do not fit as 
well as say Paul Butterfield and Muddy Waters.

Those of us who have never and will never 
see this great rock and roll band play live can 
only express gratitude for Robbie Robertson’s 
decision to have the farewell concert both re
corded and filmed. Rock of Ages stands as the 
definitive live Band album, but without a doubt 
The Last Waltz will endure as a visual record. 
The animation of characters, who for New Zea
landers at least, are those indistinct five in 
frontier costume pictorially frozen on the back 
of Music From Big Pink, is a treat.

Not surprisingly there are revelations. 
Robertson, a man whose photographs make 
him look like a close-cropped accountant, 
comes to life as more the guitar-hero than I 
would ever have expected. I should not be 
surprised to find the film garnering a minor 
Robbie Robertson following amongst N.Z. 
female adolescents. Meanwhile Garth Hudson, 
labouring distractedly amidst arrayed 
keyboards and sellotaped scraps of music 
manuscript, is as much the nutty professor as 
anyone is likely to conceive.

In a sense the film is shot and edited to dis

play such neat and confined images, Scor- 
cese, the man responsible for Alice Doesn't 
Live Here Anymore, Taxi Driver, Mean Streets 
and New York New York, wrote a 300 page 
shooting script in preparation for the show. 
Allowing little to chance he spent the entire 
evening issuing instructions to his camera
men. Although such an elaborate camera 
choreography tends to channel and manipu
late the viewers response. The Last Waltz 
shows the signs of being the only rock movie 
with an original rationale since Pennebaker's 
innovations in Monterey Pop.

Like each of the performers, Scorcese’s set 
pieces, particularly the anecdotal interviews 
shot later, are evocative. In each, some small 
portion of The Band's development and his
tory is featured, Scorcese’s clear intention is 
to create a kind of annotated concert, without 
losing the energy of the live show. He is more 
successful with the Winterland shots than with 
the studio sequences of "The Last Waltz 
Suite” even though the latter are played live. 
Only the concert footage really grasps the 
emotion of such a ritual farewell.

Undoubtedly the impact of auditorium 
scenes is sustained by excellent sound. The 
Last Waltz was the first rock film to be shot in 
35mm; it was also the first to use a twenty four 
track recording system. What is more impor
tant is that Robertson spent months mixing 
tapes down for the movie and for the record 
(they are incidentally mixed slightly differ
ently). Unfortunately we shall never hear much 
of the material played that night merely be
cause there was so much of it. Suffice to say 
that the Last Waltz record buyer gets more of it 
than the film goer.

Choosing highlights from either a three re
cord set or a two hour film is a task overly 
prone to peculiarities of personal taste, espe
cially with material of such a high standard.

Of The Band's standard repertoire, “Up On 
Cripple Creek," and "The Night They Drove 
Old Dixie Down," carry the biggest wallop. Of 
the guest performers Van Morrison and Ron
nie Hawkins record best.

But my suggestion is to get out and see The 
Last Waltz for yourself. With any luck you'll 
feel as I did, like clapping half the perfor
mances, right there in the picture theatre. 
Bruce Belsham
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Does anybody out there still care about the 
Sex Pistols? No? Well, in case there are 
some of you who do, you’ll be pleased to 
hear that the remaining Pistols (other than 
Johnny Rotten) are currently auditioning 
vocalists to take over the front spot in the 
band. Meanwhile, due for rush release is the 
single that Paul Cook and Steve Jones re
corded with Great Train Robber, Ronald 
Biggs. Biggs sings "God Save The Sex Pis
tols" while, on the B side, Sid Vicious does 
his rendition of the well-known standard, 
"My Way’’. Both these tracks emanate from 
the soundtrack of a film of the Pistols which 
is due for September release in Britain. Their 
manager Malcolm McLaren described the 
film as "a feature film with some documen
tary material tracing the early lives of the Sex 
Pistols". The soundtrack album will feature 
mainly new studio recordings with some live 
tracks — vocals are taken by all three mem
bers ... somewhere in London. Johnny 
Rotten, now working under his real name of 
John Lydon has formed a band with ex-Clash 
guitarist Keith Levine, bassist Jah Wobble 
and American drummer Jim Walker. But 
Lydon estimates it will be at least 6 to 12 
months before the band will be able to per
form — in order for Lydon to extricate him
self from his obligations to former manager, 
McLaren ... on the Bob Dylan front. The 
likelihood of we far flung colonies getting 
the opportunity to view Dylan's film. Renaldo 
and Clara are improving. At approximately 
four hours in length, it was considered by 
distributors to be "unmarketable", particu
larly in view of the almost uniformly bad re
views it received. So when Dylan was offered 
$2 million dollars to cut the film down to 2 
hours, commercial realities won out over ar
tistic integrity and the film was duly cut . . . 
Dylan is now to play an outdoor festival in 
Britain next month. This date is in addition to 
the 6 shows at London's Earls Court. The 
one day festival being held at Blackbushe 
Airfield will also feature Eric Clapton and 
Band, Graham Parker and the Rumour and 
Joan Armatrading. And while we're talking of 
Dylan, it’s with red faces that we report that 
the title of the new album will beStreef Legal 
and not Street League as we reported last 
month. Release date in Britain is intended to 
coincide with his concerts there, which 
means the album could see NZ release some
time next month . . . the next Stevie Wonder 
LP The Secret Life of Plants, is in fact a 
soundtrack to a movie of the same name. Lit
tle Stevie has stipulated that the album not 
be released until the film also gains general 
release — which means September is likely

for both album and film. Stevie's sound
track is not primarily instrumental and all 
bar two tracks feature vocals (although final 
track selection for the album is not com
pleted) . . . the saga behind Leo Sayer’s new 
album also sounds intriguing. When Leo was 
here just a few weeks ago, he spoke of his 
new album as due for imminent release. Now 
it seems the album has been cancelled and 
at the end of the present, Leo will re
turn to LA to record, What happened? . ..One 
time rock star John Lennon is also in the 
studios for the first time in a few years. Len
non is not at present signed to any record 
company .. . Chicago have named the re
placement guitarist for the late Terry Kath — 
it's Donnie Ducas, who's worked with 
Stephen Stills among others . . . Dooble 
Brothers vocalist, Michael McDonald, is to 
pursue a solo career on the side. He'll be 
managed by West Coast whiz-kid Irv Azoff 
who also looks after the careers of Steely 
Dan, Boz Scaggs and the Eagles . . . Walter 
Becker and Donald Fagen of Steely Dan are 
currently putting in time on a jazz album 
from Wayne Marsh and sax man Pete Christ
lieb (who took the solo on "Deacon Blues") 
. . Rod Stewart who. as we reported last 
month was off to Argentina to watch the 
World Cup Soccer, had a double tragedy dur
ing his stay there. Not only did his favourite 
team Scotland go down badly to Peru but 
when Stewart was visiting a restaurant a 
shootout occurred which left one gunman 
dead. Stewart refused the armed guards his 
record company urged on him and chose in
stead to return to London and watch the re
maining games on TV .. . the delay on Neil 
Young’s next LP, Come a Time, is due to the 
fact that Young has rejected three lots of 
artwork for the cover already . . . Fleetwood

Mac. member John McVie, married his long
time girlfriend Julie Rubens last month and 
those who turned up for the reception in
cluded the complete crew of Mac, John 
Mayall, Peter Green and Bob Welch and, of 
course, Ron Wood ... Peter Green has now 
scrapped ah the tracks he recorded in Eng
land for his comeback LP and will now work 
in LA with Mick Fleetwood . . . Stevie Nicks 
also turned up onstage at Todd Rundgren’s 
performance in LA. Along with Hall and Oats, 
Spencer Davis and Rick Derringer, she 
joined the Runt for a grand finale on "Hang 
On Sloopy" . . . Lynyrd Skynyrd's next 
album will in fact be a recording with the late 
Ronnie Van Zandt. Recorded in 1971, the 
album will be titled Lynyrd Skynyrd's First 
and Last Album .. .due for imminent release 
is Foreigner's second LP. Big things are pro
jected . . . Louise Goffin, daughter of Carole 
King and Gerry Goffin is to record with Bob 
Ezrin (Kiss/Alice Cooper) as soon as she 
graduates from High School. . . the next big 
music film will likely be Thank God It's Friday 
which stars Donna Summer and includes the 
Commodores. The film is currently the 
number one box office draw in the States 
and in its first two weeks of release has gros
sed $5% million . . Bette Midler is to star in a 
remake of Gypsy to be titled The Rose . .. 
Elvis Costello collectors would do well to 
note that the B side of the new Costello 
single "Pump It Up" is "Big Tears", a previ
ously unreleased track that features Mick 
Jones from the Clash on guitar... and closer 
to home one-time Auckland promoter Barry 
Coburn now resident in Melbourne, man
ages the Phil Manning Band — includes 
Midge Marsden and Peter Cuddihy — and 
Tourists, which contains the front line from 
Beech . . . Mark Williams will be recording 
his first Australian album with CBS. Working 
with Mark will be Mal Logan, who was over 
here as Renee Geyer's keyboard player. Mark 

Steely Dan: Walter Becker and Donald Fagan

and Mal have written at least two of the 
songs that will be recorded . . . and Dragon 
are also hitting the studio trail and work on 
their third Oz album has begun. Title is O 
Zambezi. Once again it's produced by Peter 
Dawkins who'll mix and cut the final product 
in the States ... as you no doubt know the 
Rolling Stones have opened their American 
tour. The first date in Florida was before a 
crowd of 10,000 and the band were aided 
and abetted on keyboards by Ian McLagen, 
late of the Small and Big Faces. The show 
kicked off with "Let It Rock" and proceeded 
through "All Down the Line” “Star Star", 
"Honky Tonk Women" then into 0 songs 
from the new album, Some Girls, and 
finished off with "Love in Vain", "Brown 
Sugar" and finally "Street Fighting Man”. 
The 13 city, 5 week tour includes dates at 
clubs (where tickets will be on sale only the 
day before the date), as well as 90,000 seater 
stadiums. The album has entered the US 
charts at 18, making it the highest debuting 
album of the year. Some Girls was released 
in NZ on July 3 . . . Led Zeppelin are repu
tedly rehearsing in a country castle in Britain 
. . . new LP from Van Morrison due very 
soon. Recorded in Britain and also in The 
Band's Shangri-La Studios, the album fea
tures Garth Hudson as well as a host of 
British session men — Herbie Armstrong, 
Peter Bardens, Bobbie Tench etc . ..

Santana, Joan Baez and the Beach Boys are 
booked for a concert in Leningrad that is to 
be recorded both for album and film release. 
The concert is sponsored by Levi-Strauss 
and produced by Bill Graham . . . forgot to 
tell you that Blanca Jagger has withdrawn 

her application for a divorce from Mick . . . 
the Amazing Rhythm Aces have lost guitarist 
Barry Byrd Burton, but correspondent John 
Malloy reports that his replacement was: 
"hot stuff and equally slick at clean country 
leads and pedal steel" ... Mr Malloy also re
ports that causing a stir on the West Coast of 
the States is Washington based band, Root 
Boy Slim and the Sex Change Band. But 
these guys are not your average punks —" 
The bassist, guitarist and drummer are all 
well over six feet and beefy. It's hard to tell if 
they’re ex-football players or just heavy beer 
drinkers . .. but you tend to forget about the 
band when Root Boy Slim takes the stage. 
Right away you know he’s not, well, normal. 
A big man with an even bigger beer gut, he’s 
dressed in a track suit at least a size too

Root Boy Slim

small, baseball cap and glasses that say Root 
(you look through the O's). Now here is a guy 
without any semblance of good taste. I mean 
he is gross " The Root's songs consist of 
such tasty titles as "My Wig Fell Off", “I'm 
Not Too Old to Love You" (complete with 
middle section devoted to Roman Polanski) 
and the classic "Boogie Till You Puke". Still 
the guy must have something going for him 
as Becker and Fagen helped out on their first 
album and it's produced by Steely Dan pro
ducer, Gary Katz. Could be interesting ... on 
a slightly different subject — Peter, Paul and 
Mary have reformed, George Martin is to 
produce their comeback LP ... The Who 
ilbum originally scheduled for June is now 
reset to appear in August . .. Neil Young 
working on a movje from an idea of his. Title 
is Human Highway . . . the first disco TV 
programme has begun in the States . . . 
pedal steel player Al Perkins (Manassas etc) 
is to produce an album featuring other steel 
players such as Red Rhodes, Sneaky Pete 
and Tom Brumley . . . Peter Frampton is to 
undertake a world tour late this year and 
early next. It's understood this could be 
Frampton's last for some time. He’s already 
Committed to two further feature films after 
he completes his role in Sergeant Pepper's 
Lonely Hearts Club Band. . . The Sex Pistols 
single recorded with Ronald Biggs has been 
retitled "The Biggest Blow (A Punk Prayer by 
Ronald Biggs)”. A preview of the single 
shows it to be a surprisingly catchy little item 
on which Ronald Biggs proves he can sing

(sort of) and (if he wrote the words) that he's 
got quite a sense of humour. The song is 
played in the characteristic Sex Pistols style, 
while Biggs sings "God save the Sex Pistols/ 
they're a bunch of wholesome blokes I they 
just like wearing filthy clothes and swapping 
filthy jokes.' While the chorus goes (as far as 
we can figure out): “Ronald Biggs was doing 
time / till he done a bunk I now he’s glad he's 
seen the light / and sold his soul for punk. 
"While on the flip side you’ll find the world's 
only punk version of “My Way". Your mother 
won’t like it , . . expect to see in your record 
shop later this month — Dylan's Street 
Legal, At Di Meoia's Casino, the second 
Peter Gabriel album (title Peter Gabriel), 
Firefairs Elan, Cheap Trick's In Colour and a 
re-issue of the first Springsteen album — 
Greetings from Asbury Park and at some un
determined time in the future — Leon Rus
sell: Americana, Leon Redbone: Champagne 
Charlie, Lowell George: Thanks I’ll Eat It 
Here and the next Doobies album.
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Recognise this guy? Naah. you're wrong. In fact it s the inimitable Graham Parker 
and. here s the best news of all, Graham Parker and the Rumour will tour NZ in 
September. Dates are uncertain as yet. Also playing here in September will be the 
Little River Band and Roberta Flack. Now keep this one under your hat (or wherever 
you keep such things) but round September or October. Muddy Waters with 
Johnny Winter could turn up on these shores and War are also a strong possibility. 
And for those of you who don’t come out in the winter, scheduled for outdoor 
concerts in the summer are Rod Stewart and the Eagles.

LATE NEWS 
WRAY/GORDON
Late, Late News: Following their mostly- 
completed movie, The Kids Are Alright, 
which is set for Christmas release, The Who 
will begin work on a film based round their 
1973 rock-opera Quadrophenia. The group 
will not appear in this new film though they 
will contribute the soundtrack which will in
clude the material from the album as well as 
new songs ... if you’ve got this far through 
Small Stuff, you might remember we"told you 

the Sex Pistols single had been retitled — 
well, it’s been changed again. It will now be 
known as "No-One Is Innocent (A Punk 
Prayer by Ronald Biggs)”. The song remains 
the same, only the title has changed . . . 
Robert Gordon and Link Wray — the men 
who’ve brought rockabilly into the 70s — 
have decided to end their partnership. Dis
putes over musicians and style have brought 
on the break. Both will record solo albums 
. . , and last but not least with cliche In hand, 
we note that Bob Seger is being touted as 
the producer of the next Frankie Miller 
album. You all will have noted, of course, 
that Bob covered Frankie's "Ain't Got No 
Money" on his new LP Stranger in Town . ,.

jOOMTOWN RATS BOOMTOWN BOWIE LIVERATS PUNK COLOURING IN
COMPETITION / BEST .2 

I get COPIES QF RATS 
] TWO ALBUMS . pHQii qgRAM 

(»THE BOOMTOWN RATS1
I & » TONIC Pük TMTTROOPS*OUT

CLOSING DATE FOR ENTRI

David Bowie’s new live album, the second 
of his career, is set for early July release 
overseas. The album is a double, produced 
by Tony Visconti and recorded in Philadel
phia. Though as yet untitled, the track listing 
is: "Hang On to Yourself", "Ziggy Stardust", 
"Five Yers”, "Soul Love Star", “Station to 
Station", “Fame“, "TVC 15", "Warszawa", 
"Speed of Live", "Art Decade", "Sense of 
Doubt", “Breaking Glass”, "Heroes", “What 
in the World”, “Blackout" and “Beauty and 
the Beast". NZ release will probably be in 
August. _
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GENESIS
Their unmistakable sound 

as you’ve never heard it before. 
“GENESIS...and then there were three...”

...and then there were th

"Follow You Follow Me
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The Suburban Reptiles have been in at 
Mandrill studios recording their next single. 
Phil Judd is supervising production and 
lending a hand on guitar... a Neville Purvis 
tune, "Disco On My Radio", was released 
early when it turned up on the flipside of 
Johnny Mathis and Denise Williams' "Too 
Much Too Little, Too Late" . . . Alastair 
Riddell's new single will be entitled 
"Through Eyes of Love" ... Living Force in
tend to leave for California to record there 
... Golden Harvest finished their album re
cently and have left town. They will be play
ing another national tour...

One of the more adept new bands in town, 
Get Smart, featured at Zwines last month. 
Their live dates still number in single figures 
yet they impress more than most of the es-

tablished units ... On the same show was 
another newie. The Plague with Richard von 
Sturmer, Miles McKane, Davis Parkin and 
Sally Griffin amongst others . .. Pocket Roc
ket are now called Gaelforce and are resi
dent at the Lake Tavern, Rotorua ... Annette 
Morrison (Beaver's sister) has replaced Julie 
Meneedham in the Spatz lineup .. .

Radio Waikato are starting to hold Sunday 
afternoon concerts at the Founders Theatre 
in Hamilton. First up in July is CB on the 9th. 
Here's Andy loses Andy and Richard Wilde 
moves in. The new producer for Radio With 
Pickies is Graeme Hobson .,. The National 
film unit is doing a documentary on Red 
Mole's current tour that will end in Auckland 
on July 2nd. The director is Sam Neil (ex- 
Sleeping Dogs). The Moles then head for Nth 
America ... Guitarist Paul Clayton has left 
the Flyers and will not be replaced ... A new 
single will soon be released on CBS by ex
kiwi Malcolm McCallum entitled "Who Is 
Your Love For?" . . . Also from Melbourne 
comes the new Manning Band album which 
features Paul Cuddihy (ex Spacewaltz, 
Cruise Lane, Streetalk, Stewart and the Bel
monts, VoxPop and Skyhooks). The album 
will probably not be released here as the Au
ssie Lowest common denominator is lower 
than ours ...
L.B. Sands

Dunedin
Christchurch punk rockers Johnny Velox 

and the Vauxhalls were special guests of the 
Enemy at a recent Beneficiaries Hall concert. 
Johnny Velox couldn't make it as his mother 
wouldn't let him because he had exams to 
sit, but the Vauxhalls managed fine without 
him. Their re-interpretation of "Griffin's 
Gingernuts" was great. The Enemy are play
ing and writing better than ever. One of their 
new songs “Don’t Catch Fire” is as good as 
anything I’ve heard anywhere. The Clean are 
improving thanks to new vocalist Doug, but 
London SS have broken up, the remains are 
forming a new band, The Vamp. Oh and 
yeah, by the time this goes to press the 
Enemy will have completed a successful gig 
in Christchurch.

From punk to mainstream: Jim Taylor 
(ex-Odyssey), Rob Aitken (ex-Rocks Off) and 
Ray Moore from Thoroughbred have formed 
Cheap and Nasty and have been playing at 
the Captain Cook. Cruze have a new drum
mer, Barry Blackler, and they are starting a 
full working schedule again in August. 
Rumours circulating that Expence are going 
to tour Fiji. Gardens Tavern have returned to 
booking rock bands despite the ban on loud 
music imposed by residents a few months 
ago.

From local to the big time: Leo Sayer 
brought the house down in his two concerts 
here. People dancing in the aisles despite 
the fire regulations and the disapproval of 
the Regent staff who had to try and enforce 
the regulations. The Byrds were all we hoped 
— two encores "Eight Miles High" and "Find 
the Cost of Freedom". Chris Hillman (33) is 
wondering whether to give up rock and take 
to lecture tours again. No Kidding.
George Kay and Keith Tannock

NEW DYLAN
MID JULY

Bob Dylan’s new album, Street Legal, 
should be released in NZ in mid-July. The 
album contains ten new Dylan compositions 
and Dylan is credited with lead vocals and 
electric and rhythm guitars.

The remainder of the line-up of musicians 
on the album is identical to the band he's 
currently touring with — and differs only 
slightly from the band seen at the Auckland 
concert earlier this year. The album was pro
duced by Don De Vito.

The track Ikisting is: "Changing of the 
Guards", "New Pony"; “No Time to Think”, 

Baby Stop Crying", "Is Your Love in Vain'.’, 
“Señor (Tales of Yankee Power)”, "True 
Love Tends to Forget ”, "We Better Talk This 
Over”, “Where Are You Tonight? (Journey 
Through Dark Heat)".

Angus Mackinnon writing for New Musical 
Express said: "A powerful positive album. 
What the hell, I'll state my case — Street 
Legal is Dylan's second major album of the 
seventie."

Meanwhile Dylan has apparently given his 
OK to the release of a live album recorded in 
Japan earlier this year. This album may only 
be pressed in Japan, thus elsewhere the LP 
would be available on import only. This re
cording could be out by August.

SAILOR KEY LP
Hello Sailor began work on their second 

album on the 26th of June. The band have 
now decided to remain with their original re
cord compahy, Key Records, and work at 
Stebbings Studios in Auckland with pro
ducer Rob Aickin has begun. Hello Sailor 
now intend to play club dates on America's 
West Coast after completion of the album.

Meanwhile their first album, Hello Sailor, 
has achieved gold record status, that is the 
equivalent of one million sales in the US.

SCAlfeATAUCEls
”We like playing here,” Johnny Volume, 

the Scavengers' guitarist, said before the 
band played the last of three nights at 
Wellington's Slack Alice nightclub. “It's like 
the old days,” he said, presumably referring 
to the Scavengers’ days at Moody Richards 
in Auckland. "They hate us.”

Punk rock is still new to Wellington and 
people there have never been eager to ac
cept Auckland rock bands. Even before the 
Scavengers began playing the reaction was 
predictably divided. The resident band, Itch- 
ycoo Park, had shown a policy of playing 
anything that made people dance, from Van 
Morrison to Uriah Heep’s "Free Me ". Most 
of the audience stayed to dance to the 
Scavengers. Some people jeered. Some 
threw ice.

The band played on while a few people 
threw tomatoes. Volume spat at the audience 
on request and threw his drink out over the 
dance floor.

The nightclub's management decided to 
call the band off but the Scavs looked set 
to play on. Someone took the opportunity to 
throw a glass at Volume, cutting open his 
forehead.

In the ensuing scuffle someone smashed 
Volume’s guitar, throwing it to the floor and 
breaking it at the neck. Volume was taken to 
hospital, refusing to press charges.

re/cendo
Recording Audio limited

8 TRACK RECORDING 
AT $15 AN HOUR !

* EXCELLENT EQUIPMENT IN EVERY 
ASPECT OF STUDIO FACILITIES.
* NO OVERTIME CHARGES 
RECORDING 24 HOURS.
* LARGE STUDIO, GOOD ATMOSPHERE. 
COFFEE & REST AREA.
* EASY ACCESS TO STUDIO FOR GEAR 
JUST BACK RIGHT UP TO THE DOOR.

* GRAND PIANO, DRUMS, AMPS & SPEAKERS 
ALL PERMANENTLY IN STUDIO.
* RHODES, HAMMOND, YAMAHA STRINGS Etc. 
AT REASONABLE HIRE RATES.
* REHEARSAL TIME OF RECORDING MATERIAL 
AVAILABLE BY ARRANGEMENT
* RUN BY MUSICIANS, 
FOR A SUPERIOR PRODUCTYOU CAN AFFORD

44 Miramar flue, PO Boh 15138, Miramar, Wellington. 
Ph 882222 Por Detail/
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Judd aids Reps.
Another of the not-yet conquering heroes 

has returned. Philip Judd, co-founder and 
three times ex-member of Split Enz, slipped 
back into New Zealand last month. He is the 
fourth member of the band which left for En
gland two years ago to return to live in Auck
land, and his departure leaves singer Tim 
Finn as the only original member of the band 
Still with them.

His current duties include work with the 
dreaded Suburban Reptiles on their next 
Phonogram single. As well as producing the 
disc, Judd will play a little guitar on it in place 
of the now-departed Reptiles guitarist, Billy 
Planet, although it is highly unlikely that this 
arrangement will extend to live work. At the 
moment, it is not certain that Billy Planet will 
be joining Split Enz.

KINGSLEY SMITH 
for top band gear 
26 Customs St Auck Telephone 793'139

Interview 
FRANK 
GIBSON

Frank Gibson has done well. Thirteen 
months ago he left Dr Tree, Auckland's jazz 
rock combo, and New Zealand for Britain, 
and now he’s back on his first tour as Leo 
Sayer's drummer staying at five star hotels 
and drinking Heinekens. What went right?

"I know Bruce Lynch who plays bass for 
Cat Stevens — we used to live together for 
two years and we were great friends. 1 know 
Dave Macrae (Pacific Eardrum), Billy Kristian 
and Chris Thompson who's with Manfred 
Mann. It was just a matter of looking them up 
and waiting to see what happened."

So Frank had the right connections, but 
there’s no way that he would have made it if 
he didn't know a snare drum from a toFn-tom, 
in other words he's good. How did he meet 
Sayer?

Ripinandsee...

Tama Drums 
Raiste Cymbals

MUSTO
CUSTOMS ST

36a FORT ST. Ph32-202

"Well some studio things started to hap
pen because I had been recommended to a 
big contractor or fixer in London. You see in 
studio gigs you work for a fixer and you're on 
a list of drummers he's got and he knows 
what you’re best at and he'll put you on cer
tain gigs he thinks you're suited for. This guy 
I worked for, his name is David Katz, thought 
I'd suit Leo. Leo actually asked for a different 
drummer but Katz said Ive got somebody 
you’ll like better. I did two things in the 
studio for Leo and I got the tour.”

Gibson would be the first to admit that luck 
played an important part in his successful 
emergence from the wealth of musical talent 
that thrives in London, but his versatility and 
sheer capacity for hard work circulated his 
name around the right places.

"I worked hard — I never turned down a 
gig in London since I got there. I didn't care 
what it was — I’ve done some funny old pub 
gigs just to get my head about. I did a lot of 
jazz and be-bop gigs, in fact, I was working 
six or seven be-bop gigs a week for months 
and doing sessions in the daytime — TV 
shows, commercials, rock'n'roll records, 
demos and anything that's going. I au
ditioned and toured Israel with Tina Charles. 
The thing is to circulate and let a lot of peo
ple hear you and some o1 them are bound to 
like the way you play."

Gibson is enjoying the security of a regular 
wage with Sayer and the relatively carefree 

existence of being part of a unit rather than 
being responsible for a band as he was with 
Dr Tree. But Sayer’s music with its cross 
blendings of sophisticated pop and Angli
cised funk is entirely different from the style 
he was accustomed to playing with Dr Tree. 
Does this change bother him?

"No, I think Leo Sayer is every bit as valid 
as anything I've ever tried and what's more 
he reaches more people. I’ve changed my 
Ideas a lot since I've got there and I think 
communicating with people is very impor
tant. I love being part of it, and he communi
cates so well, he’s such a good performer. I 
love the gig. I've always played in a variety of 
styles, and playing with Leo is just another 
style."

Can he see himself returning to the style 
that he was playing with Dr Tree?

"I haven't played anything remotely like 
what I played with Dr Tree since I left but I 
will get around to it and I’ll play with some 
very good players — even better than Dr 
Tree. Eventually I might go on my own but at 
the moment I'm enjoying working with other 
people."

Gibson has worked himself into an envi
able position in the pop biz, definitely a Kiwi 
makes good storyline here and the future 
looks even more promising as he is appear
ing on his first Sayer album recorded live 
later this year in Los Angeles. He deserves it. 
George Kay

ALBUMSFORSALE 
Animals The Dangerous Christmas of Little Red 
Riding Hood (1965 musical with Liza MinelH) 
Barrett, Syd Barrett
Barrett, Syd The Madcap Laughs 
Blue Oyster Cult Tyranny & Mutation 
Burdon, Ede & The Animals Love is 
Burdon, Eric Eric Burdon Declares "War'' 
Cantrell, Lana The 6th og Lana 
Cantrell, Lana The Now of Then 
Cantrell, Lana And Then There was Lana 
Cantrell, Lana Lana!
Cantrell, Lana Act III
Carpvan In the Land of Grey and Pink 
Clapton, Eric The Blues World of Eric Clapton 
Creach, Papa John Rock Feather 
Croce, Jim The Faces I've Been 
Doors Strange Days 
Eno, Brian Another Green World 
Fleetwood Mac Fleetwood Mac (3) 
Fleetwood Mac The Pious Bird of Good Omen 
Hendrix, Jlml Die Jimi Hendrix Story 
Incredible String Band Incredible String Band 
Incredible String Band U 
Incredible String Band The 5000 Spirits or the 
Layers of the Onion 
Incredible String BandThe Big Huge 
It's A Beautiful Day It’s a Beautiful Day (3) 
Jade Warrior Released 
Kansas Masque 
Keith, Barbara Barbara Keith 
Klnka Greatest Hits (double)
Koerner, Ray & Glover The Return of Koerner, 
Ray & Glover
Mathieu, Mireille En Direct de L'Olympia 
Mathieu, Mireille Sweet Souvenirs 
Mathieu, Mireille Mireille . . Mireille 
Mathieu, Mireille Olympia 
Mayall, John The Blues Alone 
Quicksilver Happy Trails 
Shadows The Shadows 
Soft Machine 1 
Spirit Clear 
Spirit Twelve Dreams of Dr Sardonicus 
Various Raw Blues (Clapton, Green. Mayall etc.) 
Various Great Movie Stars of the Thirties 
Winter, Edgar Entranca/White Trash 
Yardbirds Little Games (orig.)
Yardbirds Sonny Boy Williamson & The Yardbirds 
(orig.)
Youngbloods Youngbloods
Youngbloods Ride the Wind
Youngbloods Sunlight

r

ALBUMS WAHEED
Allman Brothers Band Brothers and Sisters
Allman, Duane Anthology Vol. 1
Cale, John June 1st, 1974
Fleetwood Mac English Rose
King Curtis Live at the Fillmore West
King, Jonathan Or Then Again
Lindsay, Mark Silverbird
Mandel, Harvey Christo Redentor
MC5 Back in the USA
Mayall, John A Hard Road
Pointer Sisters Steppin Out
Porrty. Jean-Luc Violin Summit
Pop, Iggy Raw Power
Redding. Otis Otis Blue
Revere, Paul & The Raiders Greatest Hits
Rolling Stones The Rolling Stones
Steeleye Span Parcel of Rogues
Steeleye Span Hark! The Village Wait 
Who My Generation

JAZZLPsEORSALE
Broonzy, Bill Big Bill's Blues

Youngbloods Sunlight
Youngbloods Get Together
Zombies Odyssey & Oracle
Andromeda Andromeda
Ayers, Kevin Bananamour
Ayers, Kevin Whatever She Brings We Sing 
Cale, John Paris 1919
Black Sabbath Love in Chicago
Brainticket Celestial Ocean
D. Schlmn D. Schimn
Earthquake Live
East of Eden Mercator Projected
East of Eden SNAFU
East of Eden Live DBL
Egg The Polite Force
E99 Egg
Eloy Inside
Eloy Eloy
Fennely, Michael/Lane Changer
Gila Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee
Gong Angel's Egg
Gong Radio Knome Invisible
Hatfield & North Hatfield & North
Hatfield & North Rotters Club
Jane Here We Are
Lava Tears Are Going Home
Led Zeppelin Live on Blueberry Hill
Love Forever Changes
Muldaur, Geoff & Maria Pottery Pie
Muldaur, Geoff & Maria Sweet Potatoes
Nine Days Wonder We Never Lost Control 
Novaus Banished Bridge
P.F.M. Photos of Ghosts
P.F.M. The World Became the World

Renaissance Prologue
Twenty Sixty Six And Then
Tomorrows Gift Goodbye Future
Wallenstein Stores Songs & Symphonies
Wallenstein Blitzkreig
Parker. Charlie 'Bird' Symbols
Doors Strange Days
Doors Waiting For The Sun
Doors Doors

Doors Soft Parade
Velvet Underground With Nico
Velvet Underground While Light, White Heat
Captain Beefheart Blue Jeans & Moonbeams
Captain Beefheart Clear Spot
Captain Beethaart Spotlight Kid
Captain Beefheart Trout Mask Replica
Captain Beeftieart Mirror Man
Captain Beafhaart Safe Aa Mifk

We have recently acquired several thousand imported 
albums — MAINLY Dutch and American pressings — 
400 Jazz, 300 Classical and 2000 Rock LP’s (Far too 
many to list).
For only FIFTY CENTS you may advertise throughout New Zealand in Rip It Up for an 

alburn you are looking for. Write down the ARTIST and TITLE and mail with FIFTY CENTS 
(in cash, postal note, money order or stamps) to RECORD EXCHANGE by the 20th of the 
month prior to publication. State the maximum price you are prepared to pay. We will 
negotiate on your behalf. Post to Record Exchange, 15 St Kevin’s Arcade, Karangahape 
Rd, Auckland 1.

We pay cash (up to $3.00 each and more for rarities) for good quality used records or 
trade them in on new records. Do you have any rare or valuable albums that you would like 
us to sell on your behalf? We will evaluate individual items should you wish to sell a 
collection of records.

ARTIST/TITLE ......................................................................

Horn, Paul Altura Do Sol
Parker, Charlie Verve Years 1950/1
Parker, Charlier Bird With Strings
Parker, Charlie Summer Meeting at Birdland
Parker, Chartie Bird Wings
Various The Montreaux Collection
Various Norman Granz J.A.T.P. in Tokyo 1953
Young, Lester Prez in Europe 1956/57

WE BWWIRE 
coûterions NAME .....................................................................................

ADDRESS ...............................................................................
SENDTO: RECORD EXCHANGE, 15 ST KEVIN’S ARCADE

KARANGAHAPE RD, AUCKLAND 1
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WHY’S EVERYONE SO CRAZY 
ABOUT MANGIONE?

It’s because 
Chuck Mangione 
“Feels So Good”

...Everything's gotten big and fast and 
complicated and impersonal. People can’t relate.

C huck Mangione knows that. Everybody 
knows that. Chuck also knows that he wasn’t 
pul here just to add to it — I Ie’s here to relieve it.

That’s Chuck. And that’s Chuck's music. 
Clean, emotional, and enveloping. A musical 
hug that “Chases the Clouds Away'1, says 
“Mama, I love you ", “You're my Main 
Squeeze", or just “heels So Good".

On Chuck’s fourth album for A&M, 
“I eels So Good", Mangione along with 
his new musical family, Chris Vadala, 
C harlcs Meeks, Grant Gcissman, 
James Bradley, Jr. and Mick 
Guzauski show their love lor each 
other ip music. And that’s 
what makes it feel so good.

I hi w \ no plan ’ far me In hide
! he ihonghls <»/ all the lunes I ve cried
\nd feh ihispam that I have known

Hccaiise / needed jus! Io heat that special somcihmy

Ind dien one day 
} on just appeared 
toil said. "Hello, lei s make love along ¡he ik/v 
} mu name is music la mv hcari 
I II always really love vou

I cels so good when I m with vou 
I can 7 believe von love me loo

II nh vou a feels like n should 
I eels so good

Chuck M

Eeel it on A&M 
Records and l apes

RDS

Produced b\
Chuck Mangione
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Van Leer at Fair
Thijs Van Leer, whose flute playing was the 

driving force behind the Dutch band Focus, 
wilt be the star attraction at Music Expo, a 
trade fair in Auckland this month, running 
from July 24 to 29.

The fair, which is organised by the Music 
Trades Association, is usually an industry af
fair held in Rotoura. However, this year the 
venue has been moved to Auckland and 
every effort is being made to involve the pub
lic.

Van Leer is coming from Holland for the 
fair and will play music in a rock, jazz and 
classical context. Schtung and Hello Sailor, 
making their final appearance before their 
American trip, will feature with Van Leer in a 
rock concert at the Town Hall.

The instruments and amplification equip
ment go on display on Thursday July 27, but 
in the days leading up to the official opening 
there will be an all-Mozart concert by the 
Symphonia of Auckland, the rock concert, 
with Schtung, Sailor and Van Leer, and a jazz 
concert featuring the Bruce Morley Little Big 
Band and Van Leer.

Van Leer will also perform with the Sym
phonia on Saturday July 29 in a finale con
cert. Juan Matteucci will conduct.

Citizen Band July 9, Founders Theatre, 
Hamilton. July 21, Auckland University Cafe. 
July 23, Headquarters Rock Cafe. July 27-29, 
Island of Real.
Charisma Oscar's Nightclub, Century Ar
cade, Auckland.
Golden Harvest July 3-8, Bayview Hotel, 
Napier, July 17-22, Sandown Park, Gisborne. 
July 24-29 and 31 to August 5, Mayfair Hast
ings.
Torn Sharplin & the Rockets July 3-8, Aranui 
Hotel, Christchurch. July 10-16 & 23-30 
Shoreline, Dunedin. July 17-22, Waikiwi, In
vercargill.
Andy Newbury July 1,7-8, 14-15, 21:22 & 
28-29, Durham Arts Centre, Auckland.
Easy Street July 3-8, Cabana Hotel, Napier. 
July 5-10, Sandown Hotel, Gisborne. July 
24-29, Furlong Hotel, Hawera.
Reel to Real July 6-8, Provincial Tavern, 
Upper Hutt. July 13-15 & 20-22, Olympic 
Hotel Naenae, Lower Hutt. August 3-5, Pro
vincial Hotel, Upper Hutt.

JAMES BROWN 
ATSHOREUNE

James Brown probably invented funk and 
could lay a substantial claim to being the 
grand daddy of disco.

It's not easy to appreciate the importance 
of James Brown from New Zealand for 
Brown is a figure whose influence — musi
cal, political and social — has always been 
most significant on the American black 
community.

During the late 50s and early 60s he 
mounted the James Brown Revue which 
travelled back and forth across America play
ing mostly to all-black audiences. It's on this 
arduous circuit that Brown developed the 
show that became legendary — with Brown 
working his audiences into a frenzy that 
climaxed when he would collapse in an ex
hausted heap at the centre of the stage at 
each show. His attendants would rush for
ward, drape a purple cloak over him and help 
him slowly off th the stage. Suddenly he 
would fight off his helpers and force his way 
back to the microphone, only to collapse 
after forcing out another chorus. Again his

Bamboo July 5-8, Exchange Tavern, Parnell. 
10-15 Hillcrest Tavern, Hamilton. July 27-29, 
Headquarters Rock Cafe.
Urban Road Wed-Sat, Station Hotel. Sunday 
& Tuesday, Foundry,, Nelson St.
Th'Dudes July 6 & 7, Island of Real. Windsor 
Tavern 2pm, July 8 & 22. July 13-15, Gluepot. 
August 1, 1ZM Radio Workshop.
Mysex July 10-15, Windsor Castle. July 19-22, 
Gluepot.
Lipservice July 14-15, Headquarters Rock 
Cafe. July 26-29, Gluepot.
David Hollis & Earthsong, Brent Blann and 
John Taylor, August 5, Wellington Cultural 
Centre, World Trade Centre, Sturdee St.
The Plague July 2, Island of Real.
Zig Zag Theatrikifls July 9, Island of Real. 
Mahana July 14 & 15, Island of Real.
Chris Thompson July 19, Island of Real. 
Rough Justice July 20-22, Island of Real. 
Murray Partridge July 16, Island of Real. 
Trlx Kafe July 8, Island of Real.
The Flyers July 4-8, Gluepot. July 12-15, Ex
change Hotel, Parnell.
Gavin Nannestad July 12 & 13, Electronic 
music for the Hard people, Island of Real.

attendants would assist him off the stage, 
this time draped in a different coloured 
cloak, to find that he forces them away and 
... so on. Brown never left the stage until at 
least his fifth time through the routine.

In Auckland to perform at two cabaret 
shows, the routine is now reduced to a mere 
two capes and a perfunctory run-through, 
but it was the only aspect of the show that 
was.

Brown is now at least in his mid 40s but his 
onstage energy and commitment remains 
impressive. His movements — the distinctive 
fast-foot shuffle and press ups — now come 
in short bursts, rather than the show-long 
athletics he once managed.

Power is still his trademark. He has one of 
the loudest, most harsh voices in all of popu
lar music. Onstage his tiny frame seems to 
contain more power than he dare let loose. 
After the fast songs, he has to visibly com
pose himself before he can tackle a moving 
version of "Georgia on My Mind" — it’s as if 
he didn’t contain this strength, he would 
overwhelm the song.

The fast songs display Brown's taste for 
simplicity. He’s stripped the soul formula to 
its basics — rhythm and voice.

As one writer has noted: "Attacking Brown 
for being repetitive is like attacking Africans 
tor being overly fond of drumming. "But it's 
the slow songs — "Please, Please, Please". 
"Try Me", "It's a Man’s, Man's, Man's World" 
— that show off Brown's talents as a singer, 
his ability to wring the most out of a phrase.

For “It's a Man's World” he almost dis
pensed with the lyrics and for several verses 
just hammered those words. With Brown's 
characteristic power and intent, you knew he 
meant it.

After the show, Bryan Staff of 1ZM and I 
talked to James Brown. He's an impossible 
mixture of the jive-ass and the friendly. He 
welcomes everybody as brothers, while he 
sits having his hair permed.

So did Mick Jagger really steal his stage 
movements from Brown, as legend has it. 
Brown isn't telling. “I'm not going to talk 
about Mick. Mick and I are good friends. 1 
don't think as a performer I should say any
thing.”

But he reacts explosively to the suggestion 
that disco is merely watered-down soul 
music. "Yeah, you're right man." But admits 

- that disco will “be a broader scope for us." 
Thus Brown is peddling his 1978 sound 
under the title of heavy disco. "But this new 
disco is really heavy soul. But I water some of 
It down too otherwise people wouldn't un
derstand it."

By now, it's three thirty in the morning and - 
Brown has to leave to catch the five thirty 
plane to Australia. He’s changed his clothes, 
his hair’s finished and he delivers his parting 
message: “I just want to say to the people 
out there — ‘Hope you live two hundred 
years and I live two hundred years minus one 
day, so I never know beautiful people like 
you have passed away. God bless you." 
Alastair Dougal

® Records
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“The tour itinerary didn't say how far apart 
the last two towns were or how we were travel
ling up. When we found it meant a six-hour 
drive before the concert we got up early — it 
was dark — and took off for the airport: a 
bleary-eyed Roger McGuinn arriving in Auck
land on a bleak, rain-lashed Saturday morn
ing.

The recent New Zealand Tour by former 
Byrds, Roger McGuinn, Chris Hillman and 
Gene Clark, along with Poco drummer George 
Grantham, constituted not just another reun
ion, but the first performances of a newly 
formed group. On return to the States they will 
begin recording an album in late July under 
the name Flyer. (The permanence of 
Grantham's tenure with the band is not yet 
known although he will definitely be on the 
album.)

The original and obvious moniker for the 
band is considered unsuitable because, as 
Hillman put it, "It just wouldn't be the Byrds 
without David and Michael." Moreover, any 
new recording under that name would remind 
audiences of the unhappy '72 reunion. About 
that album McGuinn and Hillman are blunt. It 
seems their enthusiasm for the future allows 
them an easy candour about the past.

Hillman: "I hated that '72 album. It was 
rushed. We needed 3 months just to get to 
know each other again. I think we all went in 
there with songs but we saved the good ones 

for our own projects. I know I did. Gene had 
some good ones though.”

McGuinn: “I listened to it again and it's not 
as bad as I thought, although my “Born to 
Rock and Roll' is a disaster.”

A corporate title of surnames for the new 
group is also to be avoided "rather than risk 
another Souther-Hillman-Furay escapade.”

That ill-fated '73 attempt at a supergroup is 
now dismissed by Hillman as "the ingredients 
of a great cake which just didn't cook. We 
never worked together; just on each other's 
songs." Yet Hillman speaks fondly of his other 
post-Byrd outfits, the Flying Burrito Brothers 
and Manassas. His relationship with Stephen 
Stills in the latter band was “and is, very close. 
We have a good friendship." In the New Zea
land concerts Hillman featured two numbers 
he wrote with Stills.

Looking back further, Hillman laughs in re
calling when he, McGuinn and the original 
Byrds first stormed world charts with "Mr 
Tambourine Man.” “We really weren't sure if 
we liked the song at first.” Nonetheless that 
record virtually made them All-American 
heroes, the first group to break the Beatles- 
led, British stranglehold of the charts.

From that beginning, the Byrds' success 
grew as they progressed from the folk-rock' 
genre they had founded to developing the 
'psychedelic sound' on such fine albums as 
Fifth Dimension and Younger Than Yesterday. 
Then came the masterful Notorious Byrd 
Brothers which, following the untimely depar

ture of David Crosby, was virtually a co
operative venture between McGuinn and Hill
man. To this day they regard it as one of their 
finest moments. "We had a real good creative 
rapport there. Rog and I wrote two good songs 
in one evening.”

In his enthusiasm, Hillman compares their 
current working relationship to the Notorious 
period. "We recently sat down and wrote a 
new song real easy. We have that same feeling 
as then."

McGuinn and Hillman origihally parted 
company in '68 after disagreements following 
the classic Sweetheart of the Rodeo, an album 
which had again seen the Byrds pioneering a 
new field. Today, any past friction is long for
gotten as they joke about the split.

Hillman: "Rog deserted me and left me in 
the street."

McGuinn: “No, he left me to go off with 
Gram Parsons."

Hillman: "We invited you."
McGuinn: "That's true, but I wasn't into 

country enough to do that."
If further assurance of their rejuvenated 

harmony were needed, one could note that in 
concert McGuinn proudly introduced two 
Sweetheart numbers — including a glorious 
acapella rendition of Dylan's "You Ain't Goin' 
Nowhere" — as "from one of our best al
bums."

They see no dilemma in still performing old 
Byrds' numbers in a band which is trying to 
establish a new identity.

McGuinn: “We'll always play Byrds' songs. 
After all they're ours. Like Paul McCartney still 
plays "Yesterday” and he’s Wings.”

Hillman: "People have got to have that re
ference point. But we re no nostalgia show. 
We’ve limited the old songs to 4 or 5 and 
people’s reactions to all the new ones have 
been real good."

Indeed, the new songs (on one hearing any
way) are all impressive and bode well for the 
coming album. As well as the band, concerts 
included short solo spots featuring material 
from members' individual recordings: 
Hillman's from Clear Sailin', McGuinn's from 
Cardiff Rose, Clark’s being unreleased here.

Individually or collectively, off-stage and on, 
their demeanour is relaxed. There is little at
tempt to present the image of A Rock and Roll 
Star'. Says McGuinn, "It's just a gig,” He grins 
and adds, "It’s pretty neat though."

Hillman: "We're older now. I just feel I'm a 
musician. I'm not sure anymore what the 'Star' 
end of it means. Limousines and private airp
lanes?"

The irony is heavy. This interview was con
ducted in a packed Honda after a turbulent 
early morning flight in an Air N.Z. Friendship. 
A wet and slightly dazed Hillman described th® 
trip as "Jim Croce Airlines", while McGuinn 
thought it rather complemented his "punk 
rock dream” of the night before.

The June 10th Ready to Roll appearance 
was taped the day they arrived in New Zealand 
"wrecked from 15 hours on an airplane."

McGuinn: "I was such a trooper, I wanted to 
do it.”

Hillman: "He talked us into it. Somebody 
said we looked mean on TV. We were just 
tired.”

McGuinn, a confessed space and technol
ogy freak, has always been a sucker for film 
and T.V. studios. "I don't want to be a director 
or anything but I like to hang around and 
watch them do it.” On T.V. he wore a Star 
Wars' T-shirt. "I've seen the film 7 times. I've 
got some of it on video." He's recently co
written a film script, although as yet has no 
plans for its production, and has had a few 
acting lessons. "I’m moderately interested but 
I’ve realised now that movie actors don’t have 
the same liberty as musicians, especially when 
you get to our stage. Actors get told what to do 
all the time and we don’t.”

Hillman: "As your credibility grows you get 
more chance to call the shots. We have^retty 
much artistic control.”

McGuinn: "And movie actors never get the 
audience response until some guy has cut 
their part up. They don't see the final thing 
until it's out. We have a large say in the record
ings and we get immediate gratification from a 
concert audience.”

Gratification indeed if the Auckland concert 
showed a typical response. Despite an atroci
ous sound system (for which the promoters 
should be shot), broken guitar strings and 
George Grantham being ill, they received a 
roaring acclaim. People tried to dance but the 
security guards, aware of the inevitable de
pravity ensuing from such activity, stopped it 
smartly. Of course the classic bits would invar
iably draw rapturous applause from such an 
audience; the maturing rockers and 'ageing 
hippies’ McGuinn had predicted. But Hillman 
was right; there's more to it than nostalgia. 
This band was not a bunch of tired legends 
Trading wornout harmonies on a past decade's 
fame. (Beach Boys please note.) While things 
may appear casual, the ease is deceptive. 
Vocally, they are as strong as ever — 
Grantham's backing work is an asset — and 
instrumentally they still kick it, not just as ex
perienced professionals, but with a rock 'n' 
roll spirit which is very much alive.

It may be a gig but, as the man said, it’s a 
pretty neat one.
Peter Thomson
(with thanks to Mary who arranged the inter
view and drove the car)

Reaction to Joan Armatrading’s Auckland 
concert, both in the Town Hall itself and in the 
press, was unreservedly favourable. Admit
tedly, she had the biggest head-start from her 
audience that I have seen for any performer, 
but it still takes a great performance to live up 
to the kind of expectations that this crowd ob
viously had.

That she carried it off so well in the circums
tances is a tribute to her own capabilities, be
cause the band she used, apparently drawn 
from the middle ranks of the British session 
fraternity, did not manage to bring the same 
sparkle to her songs as the players on her al
bums. Instead, Armatrading was obliged to 
provide most of the drive and energy with her 
Singing and guitar work. Guitarist Bill Hamm 
seemed especially out of place with his jazz 
fusion stylings in arrangements originally built 
around Jerry Donahue's tasteful interjections.

Generally, the band was competent enough, 
but it is a shame that the costs of touring this 
part of the world are starting to decree that 
artists bring a rather cheaper band than they 
would dare to step on stage with in Britain. 
Leo Sayer appeared here last month with a 
collection which was by all accounts less than 
he deserved, and Armatrading had to put a lot 
of work in to bring the best out of her musi
cians.

All this effort was masked behind a studied 
air of unconcern, mind you, a good example of 
how to hold the audience's attention with 
anti-stardom. The between-song introductions 
and anecdotes all came with a convincing 
amount of diffidence, and it was hard not to 
believe that they were spontaneous. The show 
never lagged, even though there were much’ 
longer gaps between songs than might nor
mally be considered usual for a well-paced 
show.

Right from the beginning, she scored well 
with her audience of fans by opening with 
‘Down to Zero', and following it one song later 
with 'Show Some Emotion’. The strength of 
the songs, and of her singing, immediately 
reassured the audience. As the show went on, 
taking in large parts of the Joan Armatrading 
album, and almost all of Show Some Emotion, 
they gave more to the performer than any Au

ckland crowd I have ever seen. It is probably

more than coincidence that they were also the 
first Town Hall crowd I have seen with a major
ity of women in it. Although she denies any 
particular links with feminist groups, Armat
rading is obviously aware of the amount of 
support she gets from that sector, and is pre
pared to acknowledge it on stage. In a long 
introduction she told a story of how she re
pulsed the unwanted attentions of a male ad
mirer — to the obvious delight of much of the 
audience.

I don't know if supporting artist John Hanlon 
is not so aware of the inclinations of 
Armatrading’s audience, or whether he is just 
bloody-minded, but he took his life in both 
hands when chatting amiably about having his 
‘lady’ wash his dishes after him. He was 
greeted with the inevitable hisses. In fact, that 
was the strongest reaction he garnered from a 
set which had some in
terest added to it by the cocktail-lounge piano 
of fellow ad-man Mike Harvey. Like Lea 
Maalfrid's recent stint as an opening act, their 
performance proved that New Zealanders 
don't lack fpr musicianship, but rather 
urgency and confidence.

Armatrading showed what that kind of ag
gression can do for a show. By the time she 
finished her set with "Kissing and Huggin", 
she had worked the band up to full steam, and 
the audience to fever pitch and the demand for 
an encore was tremendous. I even had one 
neighbour sobbing at the thought that it might 
be all over. When Armatrading came back 
alone to play "Peace In Mind" at the piano, 
you could feel the relief run through the 
crowd, and the feeling peaked in another roar 
after "Back To The Night”. Eventually, she re- 
emerged to finish with a rousing work-out on 
"Never Is Too Late”, with the band slotting 
surprisingly well into its reggae setting.

Reportedly, a huge proportion of overseas 
acts that play Auckland use stories of the 
sterile audiences here to frighten their chil
dren. Auckland crowds are in danger of being 
labelled plain indifferent, but the general cast
ing off of the big city sang froid for Joan Ar
matrading gives the lie to those who would 
maintain that the condition was incurable. All 
it takes is a touch of genius.
Francis Stark
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rock and roll

Advert., Rolling Stone, July 18,1974

lishing, recording and management. Rolling 
Stone described the case "a textbook example 
of a financially naive musician learning the 
meaning of money only upon success".

he said "I saw

"It was so beautiful, I felt James Dean 
was back ... When I saw James Dean for 
the first time I fell on the floor. When I 
saw Bob Dylan for the first time I fell on 
the floor. When I saw Bruce Springsteen 
for the first time I fell on the floor.” Jackie 
De Shannon.

In 1973, after the release of his first album, 
Bruce Springsteen, from Asbury Park, New 
Jersey, was widely acclaimed as Dylan's logi
cal successor. Dylan had been the last popular 
hero to encourage the belief that rock 'n' roll 
could still change the world, and right from 
the outset there were obvious similarities bet
ween Springsteen and Dylan. Similarities, 
showed even in appearance: both Dylan and 
Springsteen looked to suffer from lack of 
sleep, both grew stubbly beards.

Springsteen had been a guitarist with 
numerous Asbury Park-based R'n'B bands be
fore recording his first LP, Greetings from As
bury Park, N.J. It was Springsteen’s lyrics, 
however, which stood out; he wrote about the 
New Jersey streets from which he came, he 
was "the king of the alley" who "could wal' 
like Brando right into the sun":

"The devil appeared like Jesus through the 
steam in the street *
Showin' me a hand I knew even the cops 
couldn't beat
I felt his hot breath on my neck as I dove 
into the heat
It’s so hard to be a saint when you're just a
boy out on the street."

Mike Appel. Springsteen's manager, had 
typecast his prodigy as a folk troubadour, 
pre-1965 Dylan, and told him to write songs 
with plenty of lyrics.

It was no real coincidence that Springsteen 
was signed to CBS by the man who had a de
cade earlier signed up Bobby Dylan. Springs
teen had been reading Tony Scaduto’s au
tobiography of Dylan. He put the idea to Appel, 
Appel contacted John Hammond, told him he 
wanted him to listen to Springsteen because 
Hammond had discovered Dylan. And, Appel
added, "we wanna see if that was just a fluke,

Greetings from Ashbury Park N.J., 1973

Hammond furthered the already-growing 
myth by telling Time he had reacted to Spring
steen “with a force I'd felt maybe three times 
in my life" and, as he told Rolling Stone, 
Springsteen was "much further along, much 
more developed than Bobby was when he 
came to me". CBS record executives and rock 
critics alike began talking of Springsteen as 
"the new Dylan".

"What do I care, I'll do anything once," 
Springsteen said in April that year. "If it works, 
it works. But I don't wanna be concerned with 
too much of what’s going on with promotion. 
That don't seem so important to me, but it's 
important to Mike. I trust whatever he does."

"In all my years in this business,” Hammond 
said, "he is the only person I've met who cares 
absohjtely nothing about money."

The Wild the Inno 
Shuffle, 1974

"The best thing anyone can do for me 
is not to mention Bob Dylan,” Springs
teen told Time in April 1974, “I’ve been 
influenced by everybody from Benny 
Goodman on: Sam Cooke, Wilson Pick
ett, Fats Domino. When I was nine and 
saw Elvis Presley on TV, I knew that was 
where it was at.”

Springsteen's second album was a marked 
improvement on his first. He had ably shrug
ged off any debt to Dylan, he was now 
the songwriter in a band — the E Street Band 
— rather than a solo songwriter. The head-on 
rush of cinematic images that had charac
terised the first album had given way to a more 
mature concept.

"I never did separate the words and music 
all that much," Springsteen said after his sec
ond album, The Wild, the Innocent and the E 
Street Shuffle, had been released. "The only 
time I did was when I was playin' by myself. 
The lyrics aren't as flashy now as on the first 
album. Then it was all a lot of images. I was 
writing about all the things that were happen
ing round me. If it felt right, it was okay. Lately 
I've been trying to deal more with ideas — with 
concepts, with themes. The stuff I'm writin' 
now is closer to what I was writin' in the bars. I 
got pulled away then. I walked in off the street 
and was about to get a record deal. I wasn’t 
about to argue."

Despite enthusiastic reviews neither 
album sold more than 200,000 copies within 
the States. Springsteen was regarded at CBS 
as one of Clive Davis' proteges; he was nearly 
dropped after Davis left, his second album 
was — at besi —only half-heartedly promoted.

Springsteen kept on touring, preferring to 
play small concert hallsand clubs rather than 
targe halls. Earlier he had had a disastrous 
tour as opening act for Chicago, playing in 
20,000-seat halls. "Some groups just go out 
and plow through it," he said. "But I can't do it 
that way.”

He met up with Jon Landau, then a con
tributing editor at Rolling Stone, in April 1974. 
A month later Landau wrote a review in which

"When I saw that ad, with the quote 
ripped out,” Springsteen recalled in an in
terview with NME, "I went *Uh-oh ... this 
looks like real bad advertising', and I cal
led the company up and said, ‘Hey ... 
get that ad outta the papers, man, are 
you tryin’ to murder me?’ ”

Springsteen placed complete trust in Appel, 
still telling Rolling Stone in late 1975 that "I 
think Mike is the greatest, number one". Appel 
had co-produced both of Springsteen’s al
bums with his partner, Jim Cretecos. But when 
recording of the third album, Born to Run, had 
dragged on for several months since its start in 
June f 974 it was clear to Springsteen that "we 
needed an outside perspective".

Landau had previously produced albums for 
the MC5 and Livingston Taylor. When Springs
teen turned to him he left his job at Rolling 
Stone to become co-producer.

“... With Born to Run it reached a point 
where it was a nightmare," Springsteen said. 
"We were not getting close. Then Jon came in 
and he was able to say 'Well you're not doing it 
because of this, and this, and these are factual 
things which in reality are blocking what 
you're doing' . . . Me, you know, I just want to 
hear it, I don’t want to know. I have no desire 
to work the knobs, run the soundboard, none. 
I don't care what I know or not, so I’m depen
dent on someone who's there to get me the 
sound I want."

Appel began to resent Landau's growing in
fluence over Springsteen but, with Landau 
now in control, Born to Run was eventually 
completed. It took a further four and a half 
months. i2Vz months in all. Landau attributed 
the further delays to Springsteen’s concern for 
detail: "He'd spend hours on one line. He'd 
say 'hang on guys, I wanna check a line’ and 
four hours later he'd be sitting there trying to 
make the most minute changes in one verse."

Appel offered both Newsweek and Time in
terviews with Springsteen. Both magazines 
appeared with cover stories on October 27, 
Mike Appel's birthday.

At this time Springsteen's contracts were 
about to run out. Appel made the offer to re
negotiate.

"You know, kids go, Hey! When are 
you gonna make a record?’ I say ‘One of 
these days’ Springsteen, March 1977.

The legal wrangle that followed 
Springsteen’s intention to begin recording a 
fourth album with Landau as his producer 
stopped him from recording for over a year. 
Appel had said he would .. fight and possi
bly destroy, through legal means, that which 
he had created, namely Springsteen’s career". 
A settlement was eventually made out of court. 
Appel received over $1 million in cash, con
tract and property rights and in return relin
quished administration of Springsteen's pub-

and its name is Springsteen." CBS 
$50,000 in publicising the quote.

"(Appel's) interest in this action is 
strictly financial. My interest is my 
career, which up until now holds the 
promise of my being able to significantly 
contribute to, and possibly influence a 
generation of music.”: Bruce Springs
teen in affidavit, December 8,1976.

Bruce Springsteen has always been fighting 
for his career. In the beginning it was because 
he refused to play Top Forty; they wouldn't let 
him play in any of the New Jersey bars. Later he 
was fighting because they called him “the new 

• Dylan" and "the future of rock and roll".
But it wasn’t until they stopped him record

ing that Springsteen realised that, perhaps for 
the first time, he held little control over his 
own destiny. “For me, everything is through 
music,” he once said. “I don't do anything 
else. I just want to be the best I can be, and I 
don't even think I know what that is.”

"You're born with nothing, and better 
off that way, Soon as you’ve got some
thing they send someone to try and take 
it aw'ay. .“Something in the night,” 
Bruce Springsteen.

The song comes from the new album 
Springsteen began recording as soon as he 
had a settlement with Appel; the album once 
titled Loose Windscreens, then Racing in the 
Streets and, finally, Darkness on the Edge of 
Town. As the first album he has released in 
three years, Darkness on the Edge of Town 
has a lot to live up to and, predictably, some 
people will be disappointed.

Springsteen is neither the new Dylan nor 
rock ’n' roll's new messiah. Darkness on the 
Edge of Town is a disarmingly personal album, 
and its songs lack the fiery optimism that lay at 
the heart of Born to Run. The Sam Peckinpah 
“death or glory” vista that ran through such 
songs as “Lost in the Flood”, "Incident on 
57th Street” and "Jungleland’’ has gone. 
Springsteen's new hero is no longer fighting 
fate but resigned to it, choosinginstead to live 
"only with strangers", and to walk “with 
angels that have no place". When Springsteen 
neatly changes a lyric that has been used in 
the Stones' "Street Fighting Man" and in the 
Mamas and the Papas' “Dancing in the Street" 
it is to draw attention to the underlying despair 
that runs the album's course:

" ‘Cause summer's here and the time is 
right
For racin' in the street."

It may be wrong to interpret this constant 
theme as having reference to either Appel or 
the court case. But while Springsteen's songs 
are fictional they are often loosely based on 
fact and here the bond between fact and fic
tion is made all the more obvious by the inclu
sion of a song like “Adam Raised A Cain". 
Cain is traditionally regarded a killer, but he is 
also the mythical destroyer of illusion. 
Springsteen’s vocals often seem passionate — 
almost intense — adding sincerity to his- 
words:

"He was standin' in the door, I was standin' 
in the rain,
With the same hot blood burning in our 
veins ..."

Obviously Springsteen's cult hero status will 
last only while he can continue to write con
vincingly about New Jersey street life, and to 
do this he must remain unaffected by success 
and its trappings. In choosing a hero whose 
only option is to “come home from work and 
wash up and go racin’ in the street” Springs
teen has done nothing to lose his cult follow
ing. That is the great triumph to Darkness on 
the Edge of Town, it may not fulfil 
Springsteen's promise to "make the greatest 
rock and roll record ever made", but there are 
all the signs that someday he will make that 
record.
Jeremy Templer
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Return to Magenta 
Mink De Ville
Capitol

How does one follow a classic? It's a 
question that's always been the torment of 
the artist. Sometimes it's insurmountable 
and subsequent works are merely a reminder 
of greater achievements. Others rise to the 
challenge. Willy De Ville is a winner.

The first Mink De Ville album was one of 
the strongest debut records. Every song was 
attacked as if there was no second chance. 
Definitely a hard one to follow. Return to 
Magenta is a little more careful in tone, but 
excellent nonetheless.

Once again there are strong overtones of 
Phil Spector. Once again Jack Nitzsche, 
Spector's protege, is at the controls. "Guar
dian Angel" and “Just Your Friends”, with its 
manic haronica straining over what seems 
like dozens of furiously strummed acoustic' 
guitars, are firmly in the tradition of Uncle 
Phil. "Soul Twist" and "Rolene" are main
stream Mink De Ville R&B in the manner of 
"She’s So Tough" and “Gunslinger" from

Detroit/Motown
Commodores
Natural High
Motown
Bob Seger & The Silver Bullet Band 
Stranger in Town
Capitol

Despite their distinctly different musical 
styles, these two records have a number of 
factors in common. For a start, both consti
tute the first collection of new material to be 
presented by a now major figure whose pre
vious album furnished the all-important 
breakthrough from cult status to widespread 
popularity. Where once the Commodores 
remained darlings of the disco set, they now 
get selected to perform on prime time T.V. in 
a Music Awards Special. Where once Bob 
Seger seemed another aging rocker tenaci
ously surviving on the grind of constant tour
ing, he now counts the profits from Night 
Moves and sees it also make critics' 'Records 
of the Year' lists.

Both artists must consequently be depend
ing heavily on the new discs to consolidate 
their recently won acclaim. Put another way, 
the obvious question that you want ans
wered in each case is: ‘Is this album as good 
as the last one?'

Now that's some expectation. The last one 
didn't just make it on luck and promotion; 
there was a bunch of brilliant tracks there. 
But the answer, in each case, must be an 
'almost, but not quite'.

It's not that there’s something wrong with 
the new albums; there isn't. They continue 
the same high standards of their predeces
sors. It's simply that this time around the 
successful musical formula sounds, well, the 
same as it did last time. There's a certain lack 
of freshness. In terms of style and arrange
ment perhaps one shouldn’t expect any 
great change. Obviously artists will continue 
to mine a rich lode, however on both albums 

the previous album.
But Mink De Ville are not stuck in a cul de 

sac bounded by echo-laden ballads and New 
York rhythm and blues. " ‘A’ Train Lady” is 
reminiscent of Curtis Mayfield and the Im
pressions, “Desperate Days" is sort of 
Spanish Harlem reggae, and "Easy Slider” 
with Dr John on the eighty-eights could be 
New Orleans parade music. "Steady Driving’ 
Man" is, as the title suggests, a boastful 
Bo-Diddley styled raver, giving Willie plenty 
of room to stutter and snarl. He has one of 
the greasiest leers since the halcyon days of 
Presley.

Doc Pomus wrote the liner and “I Broke 
that Promise" is full of the string drenched 
heartbreak that Pomus injected into his own 
great "Save the Last Dance for Me." Willie 
De Ville should have recorded "On Broad
way", not George Benson. As Pomus. says, 
“Mink De Ville knows the truth of a city street 
and the courage in a ghetto love song." 
Hyperbole, yes, but appropriate ail the same. 
Ken Williams 

there is the occasional case of-melodic 
phrasing which sounds a bit too redolent of 
previous work. Nonetheless, if neither record 
provides quite the outstanding heights of 
last year's efforts, there are many fine tracks.

In funky vein the Commodores continue to 
deliver the goods, including a particularly 
catchy ‘‘Flying High”. There's also the, by 
now expected, highlight of a Lionel Richie 
ballad.

Seger, of course, can still punch out rock & 
roll of classic dimensions.

The shining example here is "Hollywood 
Nights", a number which amply demon
strates not only his stature as singer but as a 
songwriter. The lyric captures, in brilliant 
simplicity, the sort of ‘rock truth’ which les
ser talents strain to express.

Many of the cuts on Stranger in Town 
show Seger pursuing the lighter, less gutsy 
style he employed to effect on Night Moves. 
Once the use of strings and girly chorus 
would have been anathema to him but here 
they almost become an integral part of the 
sound. Some Seger fans think he's going 
soft, but I remain faithful. Strangely, the only 
real failures are the two non-originals. (It 
seems silly to weaken the album and give 
someone else the royalties when some of his 
own early songs could stand updating.)

But, in neither the Commodores' or 
Seger's case is the album to be considered a 
failure. If the previous album scaled new 
heights, this one is at least hanging in there. 
Not as good? Pretty close.
Peter Thomson

1 '

Heavy Horses
Jethro Tull
Heavy Horses
Chrysalis

Jethro Tull’s Ian Anderson is the antithesis 
of every rock star you've ever known.

His contempt for blue jeans, most modern

It takes three
Genesis
And Then There Were Three
Charisma

No record collection should be without at 
least one Genesis album. Their music is a 
yardstick to j udge others by, in terms of tune, 
arrangement and production.

Genesis excel in all three departments, 
especially when it comes to proving that 
classical-rock music is not just an attempt to 
camouflage a weak tune with a grandiose ar
rangement.

The strength of Genesis has always lain in 
their songs, and anyone who failed to under
stand their earlier efforts has only to listen to 
"Ripples” or “Trick of The Tail" to change 
his mind.

Genesis have the cumulative talent to 
transcend all barriers, all of them artificial, 
and reach out to all music lovers with the 
sincerity and dedication that are their hall
marks.

In these pages I have already extolled the 
virtues of the live set "Seconds Out", but the 
following studio effort is always the proof of 
the pudding, doubly so for Genesis, since in 

music apart from his own, and the sex, drugs 
and rock 'n' roll syndrome is boundless.

Anderson has long been Tull's sole crea
tive force, and his fanatical following has 
never wavered. Once a Tull fan, always a Tull 
fan. Their unique fusion of free-form jazz, 
classics and English folk is a heady, spell
binding mixture that is highly addictive and 
extremely popular. Witness the enormous 
queues in Queen St for tickets the New Zea
land Tull tours of 1972 and 1974.

Heavy Horses, the band's eleventh out
ing, reflects a mellowing of mood that was 
already evident in the previous album, 
Songs From The Wood.

Anderson, once the man without a home 
who lived out of suitcases, is now settled in 
an elderly farmhouse in the English coun
tryside, with his second wife Shona, and

baby son James. His new-found delight in 
country and family life is now a strong influ
ence.

Gone is much of the heavy, electric riffing 
that was once a Tull trademark, to be re
placed by a skilful weaving of acoustic 
guitars, flutes, violins and percussion in
struments. Not a "Locomotive Breath” in 
sight.

The melodies are subtle and take time1 to 
appreciate fully. There are strong 
Elizabethan and Celtic strains, no more so 
than on "Acres Wild”, where Darryl Way’s 
violin combines with some very primitive 
hand drumming to produce a sound as tradi
tional as The Chieftains in full cry.

The imagery of the lyrics is decidedly pas
toral, with Anderson playing the squire of the 
country manor. Cats prowl the barn (“The 
Mouse Police”), moths dance around candle 
flames ("Moths"), and anxious eyes are cast 
towards the weather vane to see what the 
day will bring ("Weathercock").

In "No Lullaby", Anderson sings to his 
baby son, warning him of the "dragons and 
beasties" that lurk in the outside world, and 
the battles he must fight. Only here and on 
the title track is the band allowed to extend 
itself. Otherwise, the reins are held tight.

Not everyone's glass of mead, but then 
Jethro Tull never have been. It’s another 
love-it-or-leave-it sound, and this one won't 
gain any new fans. Even Tull fanatics will find 
it difficult listening at first, but perseverence 
will bring rewards.

Jethro Tull are very much alive and well 
and living in the country. Not as tough or as 
biting as in days of yore, but still in a class of 
their own. Ian Anderson is no longer a ram
pant young stallion, but he can still sire a 
good 'un when the occasion calls. Long may 
his lum reek.
Duncan Campbell 

the interim they've lost guitarist SJpve Hack
ett, once a major creative soured?

Have no fears here, for "Three" is admira
ble evidence that Genesis as a trio are still as 
viable as ever, and new horizons abound.

This album marks the emergence into the 
limelight of Mike Rutherford as a composer 
and allows Tony Banks to consolidate his 
already-proven songwriting ability.

Rutherford especially makes his presence 
felt, with the exquisite “Snowbound", which 
Genesis fans are bound to be singing for 
weeks to come, and the brooding "Deep In 
The Motherlode".

This album also marks a breakthrough for 
Genesis, in that it's produced their first hit 
single, "Follow You, Follow Me." Our own 
noble Murray Cammick says it sounds like 
Seals and Crofts. Maybe, but if it gets 
Genesis a wider audience, then well done. 
Anyway, it's just about the weakest track on 
the album.

Once again, David Hentschel is behind the 
control board, and the production here 
would make even the most inferior stereo 
sound good. Turn it up loud and let the 
sound wash over you.

Genesis have had their share of troubles, 
first losing Peter Gabriel and now Hackett, 
but on this showing their future seems as
sured. This album is a lesson in survival.
Duncan Campbell

Brian Eno
Before And After Science
Polydor .

C'mon guys and gals, let s measure out 
our lives in shirts like we did last summer, get 
back to minus in a tiny canoe and separate 
the torso from the spine. What is there left to 
do?

We could turn to the wall or we could turn 
to Eno, because the dust is settling and the 
cows are coming home to roost. In Eno we 
will find true beauty ('scuse me) but you've 
only got to peer into the back of a radio to 
get that stuff. The music of a jellyfish 
chamber ensemble is another kettle entirely 
and you might just find that on Eno's newest 
hot platter called Before And After Science.

I want you to buy this record by one of my 
favourite rock stars because this is the one 
that folk who don't think they like Eno might 
just like. My own tastes run to Lou Reed, 
Abba, and the Fifty Foot Hose so you can see 
that 1 wouldn't put you crook.

B & A Sc. is Eno’s smoothest production 
job yet, it almost sounds like your conven
tional rock record, almost. Especially on side 
one wherein lurk such heavy musos ('scuse 
me) as Phil Collins, Dave Mattacks, Phil 
Manzanera, and the Dadaist Kurt Schwitters 
who died in 1948. Nice to see you back on 
deck Kurt.

Some of these gents make it through that 
little hole and out onto Side Two, bits of 
which do sound like elevator music at an 
oyster colony, but the masses have been 
prepared for that facet of Eno through ex
posure to Bowie's music-to-eat-Gothic- 
cathedrals-by. Nearly every one of those 
umpteen thousand souls who bought Low 
and Heroes are searching for Eno even if 
they don't know it.

Then there’s "Here He Comes”, the bril
liant piece of pop that kicks off Side Two and 
could kick Kate Bush and the Bee Gees into 
next Saturday Night forever. Yes ... I'm re
commending Eno to you and I’ve never even 
met him! Then consider warm jets, tiger 
mountain and another green world. Your 
tympanum will tell your cochlea that it’s 
Xmas again.
Terence Hogan.
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Nick Lowe
The Jesus of Cool
Radar

It can't be easy being Nick Lowe.
When you are the subject of more scurril

ous stories than anybody else around con
cerning your, um, peculiar attitudes towards 
plagiarism, record production, pop music, 
alcohol, and general coolness, people wait 
for your records like piranhas. Those twelve 
inches of vinyl are the perfect opportunity for 
somebody to really show you up for the 
phoney you are. In the case of ‘The Jesus of 
Cool, they are all going to be disappointed. 
It's everything you might have expected and 
more.

Everybody has heard the Bowiesque “1 
Love the Sound of Breaking Glass' but the 
album also features thinly-disguised appear
ances by the Jackson Five. Thin Lizzy, 10cc 
and Nick Lowe, as well as brief references to 
others along the way. It also features Lowe's 
rough and ready approach to the mixing 
desk, already heard to good effect on re
cords by lan Drury, Elvis Costello, Graham 
Parker, Dr Feelgood and the Damned.

This combination of this clear- 
conscienced plundering of pop music's arc
hives and the vigorous playing and produc
tion of the record put Lowe at least on the 

same footing as his proteges, and in some 
cases above them. While he cheerfully 
pinches any idea that is not screwed down, 
none of his songs amount to parodies or 
copies of the originals. Where they get really 
close, as on The Sound of Breaking Glass', 
they use the idea, and its connotations, to 
create a completely new song — often by the 
inclusion of particularly bizarre set of lyrics.

The Jesus Of Cool ensures in its own mod
est way that the music of Lowe and his Lon
don contemporaries (people like Parker, 
Dury Costello and Dave Edmunds) will sur
vive. It is packed with radio songs, and while 
it may not winkle the Bee Gees out of the top 
forty, it will be played enough to make it a 
little easier to be Nick Lowe.
Francis Stark

Aces Burning
Amazing Rhythm Aces
Burning the Ballroom Down
ABC

In the movie The Last Waltz the band's 
drummer, travel worn Levon Helm, talks 
about Memphis and the surrounding area as 
the ''sort of middle of the country" where all 
musical influences come together. From this 
melting pot of blues, country and gospel 
emerged B.B. King, Elvis Presley, the Band, 
and the Amazing Rhythm Aces.

It’s by no means fanciful to see the Aces as 
the successors to the Band. At their best, the 
Aces can evoke that sense of the vanishing 
American frontier that was the hallmark of 
the Band, a meld of the pastoral and the 
medicine show.

Their new album consolidates the reputa
tion they have built with their three previous 
releases, a mixture of rhythm and blues, 
country and gospel, tinged with Western 
Swing styled guitar, intricate and propulsive.

As usual, Russell Smith pens most of the 
songs, including the Bob Segerish title track 
and the haunting "Spirit Walk."

He hasn't Robbie Robertson’s sense of 
drama or his feel for an oblique lyric, rather 
he concentrates on melody and musical tex
ture, to set the tone.

There’s no catchy "Third Rate Romance” 
or "The End is Not in Sight," but the album is 
a delight throughout.

"We're schizo," says Smith, "We dig peo
ple as far apart as Ella Fitzgerald and Hank 
Williams. Most of what we like comes out in 
our music.”
Ken Williams

1. Saturday Night Fever Bee Gees/VA
2, Sound of Bread Bread
3. The Stranger Billy Joel
4. The Kick Inside Kate Bush
5. Barry Manilow Live
6. The Legendary Jim Croce
7 Simple Dreams Linda Ronstadt
8. Natural High Commodores
9, Bat Out of Hell Meatloaf

10. Rumours Fleetwood Mac
11. Joan Armatrading
12. All 'n AH Earth, Wind & Fire
13 Disco Magic Vol. 2 VA
14. But Seriously Folks Joe Walsh
15 .This Year’s Model Elvis Costello
16 .Masterpieces Bob Dylan
17 . The Last Waltz Band/VA
18 .Kaya Bob Marley & the Wailers
19 .Even Now Barry Manilow
20 . Silk DegraM Boz Scaggs

(National Sales Chart June 25.1978.)

21. Exciteable Boy Warren Zevon
22. Endless Flight Leo Sayer
23. Going Places Ron Goodwin/NZSO
24. Here at Last Live Bee Gees
25. Foot Loose 4 Fancy Free Rod Stewart
26. Hotel California Eagles
27. Show Some Emotion Joan Armatrading
28. Atlantic Crossing Rod Stewart
29. London Town Wings
30. Weekend In LA George Benson
31. Aja Steely Dan
32. Everyone’s a Winner Hot Chocolate
33. Street Hassle Lou Reed
34. Breezin' George Benson
35. Down Two Then Left Boz Scaggs
36. Heavy Horses Jethro Tull
37. Feels So Good Chuck Mangione
38. Linda Ronstadt’s Greatest Hits
39. Will Any One Marry Me Pat Ayres
40. Dark Side of Moon Pink Floyd

St Lukes Square 
863-476

Shore City 
499-237 *

Henderson Square 
HSN 62-149
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records
The Vibrators
Pure Mania
Epic

The Vibrators are one of the string of 
second-division punk bands which caught 
onto the New Wave mania when it hit Britain 
in early 1976.

They came along at a time when energy, 
rather than skill, was the key word. Learn 
four chords, form a band and play at break
neck speed, not forgetting to yell out the 
traditional counting-in.

The Vibrators, in fact, were largely oppor
tunists, who saw the NewWave as a chance 
for the fame which had long eluded them. 
Leader Ian Carnochan, affectionately known 
as Knox, is 32, and chief sidekick John Ellis 
is 26, as is drummer John “Eddie" Edwards. 
Original bassist Pat Collier was in the same 
age group, and has since been replaced by 
19-year-old Gary Tibbs, whose punk creden
tials are slightly better.

The Vibrators started off playing the same 
London pubs and clubs as most New Wave 
bands, until they caught Chris Spedding’s 
eye. He got them to record his “Pogo Danc
ing", but their own "We Vibrate" single 
made a far greater impact, and will doubtless 
be looked at as one of the first great punk 
singles.

Pure Mania die big business in Britain, 
since it was one of the first genuine "punk”

! NEW TASTE 
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albums as such to be released. Sadly, it is 
now over a year old as it is finally released 
here and shows its age.

To coin a familiar phrase, Pure Mania now 
sounds like Last Year s Thing. Every song 
sounding the same, taken at high speed, 
dubiously dirty lyrics with occasional kinky 
references . .. it’s all there. And it's long 
since been surpassed. The Vibrators have 
been living and gigging in Germany in recent 
months and are now touring Britain again. 
Reports are that their show and material has 
changed drastically from this.

This simply serves to echo the recent 
complaint made in these pages by Jah Jarrett 
over the reluctance of record companies to 
release reggae. The same applies to New 
Wave. Pure Mania might have sold had it 
been released last year. But even to New Zea
land punks it’s now sadly irrelevant and has 
only curio significance.

Judge for yourself by all means, but when 
are people who like something other than 
the Bee Gees, Linda Ronstadt and Fleetwood 
Mac going to get a decent deal? Surely a 
little of the sales profits from Saturday Night 
Fever could be used to hasten the release of 
a little more minority music? Is that an un
reasonable request?
Duncan Campbell

Frankie Miller
Double Trouble
Chrysalis

Double Trouble, Frankie Miller's fifth 
album, is a fairly apt title as, by all accounts, 
Miller is your regular Sauchiehall St scrap-
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TOWN 
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single album (more for im
ports)
Bring your albums into us 
at 436 Queen Street or 
Phone 797-899.

per, and compared to Full House, his last 
album and best known reference point, D.T. 
is, as the title suggests, more abrasive and 
beliggerent. Miller's new producer. Jack 
Douglas (Aerosmith) is partly responsible, 
but his new band (his fifth consecutive new 
line-up), comprising Ray Russell (guitar), 
Procol's B.J. Wilson on drums and Paul Car
rack from Ace on keyboards who has co
written much of the material with Miller, is an 
improvement even on the excellent ass
kickers he had on Full House.

Carrack, who already has Ace’s classic 
"How Long” under his belt, has the right 
melodic feel to complement Miller's grimy 
vocal style — try the R&B approach of "The 
Train" or "Love Waves". Miller's own “Have 
You Seen Me Lately Joan" is a gem, a dusky 
mid-tempo rocker with a sneaking melody 
that’s difficult to forget. Andy Fraser, the 
same, has two powerful songs on D.T. —■ 
"Love is All Around" and "Double Heart 
Trouble", a good Bad Company cockstrut 
and Miller’s Paul Roger’s phrasing is perfect. 
Frankie, like Rod Stewart, is a shrewd in- 
terpr 'ter of other peoples’ songs as he de

2-4-6-8 Tom Robinson Band
Tom Robinson Band
Power in the Darkness
E.M.I.

What is the elusive something which has 
everybody panting in anticipation of a new 
album? Whatever one may think of TRB, their 
debut album seems to have had this effect on 
the record buying market. Which in itself must 
be significant.

The album itself? A mixture of hits and mis
ses, unfortunately. If we go back to TRB’s 
debut E.P. which had the notorious "Glad to 
be Gay” on it, we can see the considerable 
strengths of the band. A live performance of 
dazzling power, a rather quizzical sense of 
humour ("Martin"), a good polemical protes
ter, not without a trace of irony ("Glad to be 
Gay”), a bitter look at the music industry 
("Don't Take No for an Answer") and a good 
wind-up raver for closers (“Right On Sister").

Now to the album. There is the "Motorway" 
single, which is very effective as such and 
another strong number is "Grey Cortina", in 
which Chuck Berry's auto-imagery is evoked:

Twin exhaust and rusty bumper
Chewing gum at traffic light
Stop at red but leave on amber
Grey Cortina - outasight

A good straightforward rock song, working 
within a genre and no less effective for having 
done so. And a song like "Too Good to be 
True” is a rather nice "new-wave-ballad" even 
if it is rather similar to "Glad to be Gay" at 
times on the musical side.

Going back to the E.P. it was obvious in 

monstrated on Full House with Lennon’s 
"Jealous Guy" and the old "Love Letters". 
On D.T. we get Marvin Gaya’s "Stubborn 
Kind of Fellow” which doesn't do much for 
me. but the oldie "Goodnight Sweetheart" 
swings with a sort of sentimental power — 
and ideal closing track.

A good album, but Miller is a restless sorta 
guy as he just can't seem to keep a band tied 
down for more than one album and there's 
little hope of him becoming a household 
name with this instability. He will probably 
never become fashionable and D.T. may not 
be this year’s most essential record but he's 
far too good to be ignored.
George Kay

Various Artists
Transatlantic — the Vintage Years 
Transatlantic

There was a time when you could almost 
guarantee a musical product by the record 
on which it appeared. Island, Elektra, Trans
atlantic — these were three cases in point.

Now, with Transatlantic being revived by 
RTC we are given a sampler of some of the 
best work that appeared on that label. Songs 
by Pentangle, the Humblebums, Richard Di- 
gance, Ralph McTell, Gerry Rafferty, Bert 
Jansch and John Renbourn make one realise 
that at one point Transatlantic certainly had 
a stranglehold on the more interesting 
British 'folkies'.

For me, anyway, Steeleye Span and some 
of the later electric folk groups took the wind 
out of Pentangle's sails to some degree. And 
yet Transatlantic had Mr Fox who made two 
quite exceptional albums in the late 60s — 
early 70s. But they unfortunately don't fea
ture on this sampler.

Nicest surprise on the record is an Irish 
group, The Boys of the Lough doing live per
formances of "The Kincora Jig" and "Behind 
the Haystack”.

Don't know how much this disc is, but I 
should imagine it is mid-price. Let's hope it 
whets people’s appetites for Gerry Rafferty 
and the Humblebums!
William Dart 

songs like "Don’t Take No for an Answer” that 
Robinson knows how to make a really driving 
chorus that can take repetition after repetition 
— and considering the rather tepid attempts 
in this direction by many current groups, this 
is quite a feat. On the album songs like “We 
Aint't Gonna Take it" and "Up Against 
theWall" have similarly memorable choruses, 
but the verses are so weighed down with polit
ical verbiage that the chorus assumes the role 
of a musical oasis.

The political thing I find rather hard to ac
cept in the album. The title song, “Power in 
the Darkness” is a case in point. It could be 
subtitled "Seven Definitions of Freedom", 
and the poetic style is rather uncomfortably 
close to some of Donovan’s more recent 
work. When the Town Hall tyrant speaks his 
piece in the middle, it reminds one of some of 
the gimmicks late sixties groups were putting 
in their songs. Robinson never really gets out
side of the song at all, and distance or irony is 
important in any form of popular art. Reed, 
Newman and Zappa are proof enough of this.

These grumps apart, there is much to ad
mire in the album. A disciplined band with a 
real sense of ensemble playing, and effective 
use of a basic rock band line-up, which avoids 
any sameness in the sound.

Maybe I should stop using Elvis Costello as 
a touchstone for all the other New Wave ar
tists. It will seemingly only lead to massive 
discontent.
William Dart
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PH 494992 (Formerly Record Warehouse)
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Ry Cooder
Jazz
Warner Brothers

Another fine release from WEA is Ry 
Cooder’s latest. Cooder, like David Bowie and 
Randy Newman, always keeps his audience 
guessing. A small audience, but a faithful one 
I should imagine. And a growing one, judging 
by his reception in the Auckland Town Hall 
last month.

Leaving the Tex-Mex style of his previous 
two albums behind him, Ry Cooder has es
poused the causes of various genres of 
American popular music ranging from the late 
19th century to the present day.

The most contemporary offerings here are 
three traditional Carribean numbers adapted 
by the great Bahamian guitarist, Joseph 
Spence. In these numbers Cooder uses an in
strumental group incorporating such diverse 
colours as cymbalum and pump organ, and 
mandolin and tuba, to create a sound some
where between his earlier “Denomination 
Blues” and the music Taj Mahal was making 
in the early 70s.

The oldest number is “The Dream" which 
dates from around 1060. However the bulk is 
what the title of the album suggests: Jazz. 
There is “Flashes“, a stunning Bix Beider
becke solo played by Cooder on solo guitar, 
and two songs are quaintly touching as pieces
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of nostalgia — these are “Big Bad Bill is 
Sweet Willian Now" and “Shine”. In "Shine" 
and "Nobody" Cooder uses a vocal quartet 
with some smooth harmonies underlying 
Cooder’s vocals.

It is really impossible to praise Jazz too 
highly. And, in closing, it is pleasing to note 
that Joseph Byrd is still around and arranging. 
If the name doesn't ring a bell try to find a 
copy of the United States of America's first 
and only album, or Phil Ochs’ Pleasures of the 
Harbour.
William Dart

Johnny Guitar Watson
Funk Beyond the Call of Duty
DJM

Johnny Guitar Watson, a veteran of more 
than 20 years of funky music, is still a virtual 
unknown in New Zealand even though for a 
time he used to come into our living rooms 
every week. That was when A Week of It used 
one of his tunes as its outro. Very good it 
sounded, too, but sadly it was uncredited 
and to most people Watson remains an odd
ball whose album jackets are so outrage
ously tasteless as to be almost quaint.

Too bad. He's one of the best R&B artists 
around. He's been around since the mid fif
ties., an influence on a whole generation of 
guitar players, most especially Frank Zappa, 
who used Watson for hot vocal duties on 
“One Size Fits All". He was the original 
"Gangster of Love" and notes wryly that 
while Steve Miller's version of the song went 
gold, his stayed plastic.

A couple of years ago Watson moved to 
DJM and made Ain’t That A Bitch, a classic 
workout in space age funk. Watson was one
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of the first to explore the electronic aspects 
of the electric guitar and he hasn't stood still. 
He played virtually all the instruments on the 
album and multi-tracked the vocals. The 
album was a smash in the States. He fol
lowed it with A Real Mother For You, which 
was again very good, but a little too close to 
Bitch for comfort.

Now he delivers his third DJM album. It's 
the same old groove ... but it's wonderful. 
It's what is by now formula Watson, dense 
moog backgrounds, sly vocals, stinging 
guitar lines and rhythms that won't quit.

Johnny Guitar Watson may be working 
what has turned out to De a golden groove, 
but his saving grace, like that of Chuck 
Berry, is his wit. He writes some of the fun
niest lyrics and punctuates them with some 
of the most blowing music around. The 
gangster is back.
Ken Williams

Wayion Jennings and Willie Nelson 
Wayion and Willie
R.C.A.

The prospect of a new Wayion Jennings, 
Willie Nelson collaboration is a thing to ap
proach with mixed expectations. As Rolling 
Stone magazine writer, Chet Flippo, puts it 
on the back of the sleeve, these two men are 
the godfathers of modern country music. 
Consequently one expects either a record of 
real excellence, or the disappointment of 
hasty product hustled together to raise fast 
dollars.

To tell the truth, as an occasional admirer 
of the genre, I have been lately disheartened 
by the relentless parade of mediocre country 
performers and downright bad country
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songs on the likes of T.V. One's The Enter
tainers. Country music and I were becoming 
estranged.

I am offering then a small prayer of thanks 
to Wayion and Willie for restoring my faith, it 
turned out to be as good as I had wanted, to 
bolster my waning appetite.

Wayion and Willie is an album on which 
that essential ingredient, care, seems to have 
been spent. First indications were not good. 
The cover was tacky, there was no useful in
formation anywhere to be seen. So how re
lieved I was to hear an excellent, clean pro
duction, to hear arrangements, not intrud
ing, but heightening songs. And most wel
come of all was the first rate vocal presenta
tion.

Wayion and Willie's harmonies, where 
used, have the quality of naturally com
plementary voices, a quality enhanced by 
years of experience. Jenning’s throaty 
toughness and Nelson's nasality give the in
tensity that distinguishes the “outlaws" from 
pulp C&W rivals.

The atmosphere the two create, part 
macho-strength, part plaintiveness emerges 
from an obvious attention to the songs. Prac
tice, or at least honest sentiment has been 
pumped into the material all of which has 
been lifted by performance. My favourite is 
Nelson's "It's Not Supposed to Be That Way" 
and I'll also put in a word for "Looking for a 
Feeling" and "I Can Get Off On You". Not to 
forget a nice treatment of a Shel Silverstein, 
Dennis Locorriere number "A Couple More 
Years".

This is a fine little record, one that, if I were 
Mr Westmoreland, producer of The Enter
tainers, would make my stomach sink.
Bruce Belsham

Paul Butterfield
Ronnie Hawkins 

Ringo Starr 
Ron Wood
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^United Artists
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RENEE GEYER LIVE!
At the outset I shall say I wasn t quite pre

pared for Renee Geyer's Trillo's show. Word 
of mouth reports of her performance during 
her previous tour had been appetite
whetting, but I was lukewarm about her re
cordings. In person, she was more than con
vincing, she was magnificent.

Her opening, "The Thrill is Gone", would 
have done proud those two artists who had 
hits with the song, Aretha Franklin and B.B. 
King. Aretha appears to be a big influence on 
Renee Geyer, but there’s no question of im
itation. She has developed far beyond imita
tion.

Blue-eyed soul, hot and saucy, cool and 
dignified, rabble-rousing, soothing, always 
tasty. She has been working on the style a 
long time and it’s paid off. She has still to 
take off in the States, but she is recording 
there and the break can't be far away.

On stage, the eye is always on Renee. She 
has striking looks and knows how to com
mand attention. But she's more than ably as
sisted by her five-piece band. She's aban
doned horns in a live situation, with the bur
den for punctuation falling mainly on lead 
guitarist Mark Punch and keyboards man 

Mal Logan. They shoulder the task admira
bly. Punch particularly impressed with his 
sensitive and melodic style, though he could 
sting when the moment warranted.

The songs were by and large new ones, 
several composed by Punch. The similarity in 
tempo and approach in some of the numbers 
led to moments of mind wandering and 
perhaps the near capacity crowd weren’t to 
blame for their sluggish response to Renee's 
get-up-and-shake-it exhortations as she 
moved into top gear with “Save Me."

But she certainly knows how to work a 
crowd and they were on her side. "Heading 
in the Right Direction" got the applause, but 
for me the stand-out was a new song (by one 
Earl Robinson), "I Miss You.”

The closer, with plenty of room for indi
vidual solos by the band, is an imaginative 
re-working of "Money” (yes, Virginia, the 
Beatles, the Stones et al). It was due for a 
revival. “Money (That’s What I want)" was 
one of the first tunes from the Berry Gordy 
Motown factory. It's appropriate that it’s the 
new single for a singer carrying on the tradi
tion that Gordy has devalued.
Ken Williams

Flyers
Flyers with Beaver
Exchange Tavern, Parnell

Saturday night, buckets of rain, not fit for 
man nor beast. First impression of the Ex
change is not promising, the lounge is a re
minder of pubs past, shades of dream and 
chrome, coloured lights a stab at some 
vague idea of modernity, a peculiar shaped 
room akin to an elongated kidney. But, if 
anything, the room which is effectively di
vided into two distinct sections is an asset.

It's the antithesis of the vast lounge at the 
Windsor across the road. It's small and re
laxed, a good atmosphere for an otherwise 
charmless barroom. A good venue for those 
who want to listen to the music and one 
where the performers need to keep on their 
toes. But there are no clinkers this night. The 
Flyers must be among our best two or three 
bands, tighter than ever before.

Since Midge Marsden departed for Au
stralia, the Flyers have taken on Paul Clayton 
on guitar and Murray McNabb whose roots 
are in jazz. McNabb's keyboard maturity 
adds palpable depth.

The music is more jazz tinged than before 
— Midge's interest in blues and Western 
swing seems to have gone with him — but
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the repertoire is largely that of the old Flyers, 
songs by the Meters, Ned Doheny^ the odd 
original, and their trademark, "It Should 
Have Been Me," this time allowing for 
economical and tasty solos by McNabb and 
Clayton, who was playing his last gig with 
the Flyers.

Richard Kennedy, whose guitar is as fiery 
as he is deadpan, is growing in strength as a 
vocalist, but the centre stage must fall to 
Beaver, a sublime singer with the sonority of 
an alto saxophone in flight. Her technique 
seems effortless, her taste impeccable. My 
personal highspot of the night was her 
“Working the Swing Shift.”

The band is tighter than ever and the addi
tion of Murray McNabb is so right. The de
parture of Midge Marsden has meant a loss 
only in a sense of fun. "A musical shuffler,” 
he called himself, but his looning, foot-wide 
grin was a sure sign of a good time.
Ken Williams
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JlMl HENDRIX
Good kerme 1 (concert 30 5 19701 $4 50
Good Ka«ma 2 (concert 30.5.19701 . . MM
Maur. HpMi* (concert 30 .7 1970)
LEO ZEPPELIN
BBC Zap 1’971 concert! M 50
On Stege In Ehrend 1976 $0 50
Lm On BiueMrrv HUI (2). $8 00
Going To CMrtotrna (1971 concert! (2) . 98 00
Boruo’i Birthday Party (1973 concert! 17> MOO
LYNARDSKYNYRD
FlyingH«^t (IM <n Engi»nd 1977) 
GRAHAM PARKER 6 THE RUMOUR

$4 50

tree Al Herbie Arch <1976 concenl M 50
TOM PETTY 6 THE HEARTBREAKERS

$4 50
PINK FLOYD
Lrtbett Specemerii Mon te« I >9?O concert! $4 50
PirrOLS. IGGY. DAMMED rtc
Whrtmen t Punk Sempie« $4 50
QUEEN
Ror»i Roc*m $4 50
LOU REID
Blondel He« MoreFunO« ,« Sydney 21 7 1 970! $4 50
THE ROLLING STONE 1
Oe Doo Ron Ron (Hudto! $4 W
PATTI MUTH
Live In Pare $4 ÍO
Turn It Up $4 50
THE YARDGIRDS
Golden Egge $4 50

13 OO

$4 60

WltdiiHI Rainbow» 11982 19081 
ÌFF BECK

We Fourxl It In The TrMhcan. Hone« <1975 Modini 
My SwwMen ( 19721
Z-Wr Pen ? <19721 
in Per ton 11972 conferii 
Dotici in Or« Une 1973» 
Hn Maaw'i Voice Um 19731 
Subwav Urea 19711
Santa Mcn.c* 11M 19721 dbl
Rtwrrwnri On 84«h Street lime 19781 dbl
The Thm WMt Duka fine 19761 db I 
JACKSON BROWNE
The Futa Ore» m Chicago 19761 
The Return O’ The Common Man (concerti!
ER IC CLAPTON
Geordie Peach <1972 concert)
DEEP PURPLE
Gurte« Si*ughie«houw < M >9751
Park» & Tit Ihve 1974) 
Lm in London .
Fireball Over Japan I it udrai
On The Wingt O’ A Rumen Fcubar Iconcerti 
Jun Might Take Your Life line 1974) 
UnraatonabN Loud (IM in Germany) 
Pi>1Oner| o’ Roc* i Irw > db I
DOOeiE BROTHERS
Budo*»n Brouhaha Um!
THE DOORS
Moonlit OrM (Im 1967! .
Weird T langte (Ina 1988)
IHE EAGLES
Welcome To iha Laie Show (Sydney 22 1.19761 
Motel Sia (1974 contarli -
Crazed A Snake Eyed (Im 19761 db I
BOB DYLAN
Poem* In Naked Wonde« ( 1963 tiudto’ , 
Royal Atteri Hen 19« fina)
Nothing it Revealed <1973 concert!
Hit Gotham I ngreea 11964 cariceti)
All Hallow'! Ew 1«4 leoncartl dbl
Barbed Wire Blu« (1962 1966* dbl
Hurricane Carter Beneid Ón" 19761 dot
Pened Ov» * Rolling Thunder IlM 19761 <®>i 
BOB DYLAN A JOHNNY CASH
The Dylan* Cath Sen rant 11989)
ELECTRIC LIGHT ORCHESTRA
Freedom City Pandemonram ('m 1976»
EMERSON. LAKE 6 PALMER
Looking Out For No i (liw 19771
FLEETWOOD MAC
Offhand (1973 coricarli
Merely A Fortmamaau <concerti 1968 6 i970i
The Roc* Nopper I Live 1976 . .
WiH The Real F leetwood Mac Stand Up UmI ■*>!
Sin Qty '77 11 he I dbl .
PETER GABRIEL
Gilded Sleeve (IM 19771 .............. ...................
Ai The Rory 11977 concerti dbl
GENESIS
WtHW Mou"«e> U97B concert). .
* Lorrag Story (197? concert)
Ai Thou#t Emer aid City <1975 conce« l J
ThaBacNxM Yellow Foam (Ina No» 1974) .
A «Md Man Out (1878 concert! .
Swelled « Spent 11975 concert) dbl
HEART
Barracuda IlM'76 6 '77)
AMI HENORlX
Can You PMw Crawl Out Your Wmdow? (Ue) 
-Scuw Me While I Kim The Sky (IM 19701 dbl 
Pipe Dream (concerti 1987. 19681 
Smeabrag Ampa lire«)..........
Good Vttm (1970 ttuddl
JETHRO TULL
A Sackful O’ Trouaermeke» (IM 6 0 7?) dbl
KING CRIMSON
Une Rare Sani Conaauance Specaie IlM 1970) 
Maret« <1970 concert)
Sanabular (1973 concerti .
KISS
Fred Aim! (Im 316.74)
D»*troyi Anaheim Part 1 (1976concert!
Danroyi Anaheim Pert 2<1976conoart) 
Blrtr London IlM 16 5 1976!
Sneak Artec* (1977 concert) dbl
Tek« Tokyo 77 IlM 14 1977) dbl. 
Kanon Urea 1976 6 10771 ir>pN

LENNON. RICHARD. CLAPTON
$4 50
$4 50
$4 50 
$4 50 
$4 50

Rqc* 6 Roll C>'cut (concertil 
LED ZEPPELIN
BeUcrueher (Im 1972!
EerlT Court 1975 (concert) 
My 81»in Hurt! <1972 concert!

$4.50

$4 50
$4 50
$4 50

$4 50 Archipelego 11973 concert 1 $450
Hiavaath» £ aprnt 11972 ro-c'n 1 $4 50

MOO 
$8 00
«00

$4 50 
$4 50

The 1975 Wotid Tour Ure« 62 1976! dbl
L>v« In Seen 1» (1973 concen) dbl
L.v»AcTML A Forum (June 1977) dbl
Lm At The L.A Forum (June 1977) Pen 2 (dbl i 
LITTLE FEAT
ENanl Lvcantnrop* 1 concert 1

saoci 
$8 00 
$0 00
$8.00

- $4 50

$4.50
Aurora Backwet <1973 concert)
Rempent Synchopetra 119?6 concert)

$4 50
14 so

$4 50
$4 50
64 50
14 60
>4 50 
$4 60

Beak Poiitree 11975 conc»«i)
NILS LOFGREN
Old Gr»y Whet 1» (I9?fl concert)
LYNYRD SKYNYRD
Ckrdrll Peachat Iconcavt)
TEO NUGENT
You Love Bend! When They Plev It Hard (liw <9761

$4 50

$4 SO

$4 50

$4 50
$4 50
$8 00

$4 50

$4 50

pink Floyd
In Celebration O’ The Comet (1972 concert 1 .
Ohm Sune Ohm 11970 concert! ................
Beyond Bel«! Um). ........... .
Having »nd Qraolmg (1974 concert I 
Stannep To Abenden (concert).

• $4 50 
64 50 
64 50 
$4 60 
$4 50

$4 50

$4 50
$4 50
MOO

S4M

Gotta Be Cr»zv 1’974 concert)
CelUomi* Stockverd (live 6.5.771 dbl .
Berren'i Revenge IIm) db< ...........
Creckwi (IM W 9 1972) InpH
IGGY POP 
Night Or The iguene (1973 concert)
IGGY POP 6 OAVIO BOWtE 
St ewe wav DO* (concert. 19771 ,

$4 50
MOO 
1800 

■ 514 50

$4.50

$4 50$4 50 
tv 50 
$4 50 
SB 00 
$800

Iggy 6 Zlggy (concert. 1977! ...................................
QUEEN 
Crowning Glonr <1976concert) .
Duc* Soup Ilm» 1311977) .
Geiahe boye dree 4 4 1976)

$4 50

$4 50 
$4.50
$4 SO

Mwcury Ponon.ng (Ine 19761 $4.50
Stunning < 1975 con cart) $4 50

$4 50

S0&Q

$4 50

14.50 
$4 50
$4 JO 
$aoo 
$800

$4.50 
$800

Taiyo Ftarrvy*^ TOr.ceri|l $4 50
Command Performance (Im 24 12 19751 
Shankeackert (1974concertl .....................
THE ROLLING STONES
Mic* Taylor. We Mt« Ye (1972 concert) .
Jeena Clerk» memorial (im 19721

' Bedipmg Symphony <1973 concert 1 
Cockaucher Bluei UB70 6 19721 
Renny i Abum (IM and itudol 
Who Went To Church T ha Sunday 7 (19751 
Charta Watte 6 Hu Fabuloua Roiling Stonei 
Earl 1 Court 1976 fing) ,
Baeut-lul OaliUh (1964 nudiol .
Roe* Out. Cock Out < 1073 concert) 
AndrwM i B<v«i 11965 concert 1

$4 50 
64.50

64.50 
64.50
64 50 
64.50 
84 50 
64 50 
$4.50 
M$0 
64.60 
84 60 
84 60

$4 50
$4 60

Il You Can’t Roc* Ma (1976 concert) .
Naay Moue <1M T26 ’73) dbl 
Happy Birthday Charl. (Irvy 26 fl db<

$4 60 
MOO 
$8 00

$4 50 
$0 60 

« $800

$0 50

$0 5Û 
MOO 
$0 80 
14 50 
64 50

MOO

$4 50

Grevenonet llrve end ttudio) dbl
LINDA RONSTADT
Uw At The Roay (1976 concert)
Taka Two Before Bedtime (Ireel
ROXY MUSIC
Chempagna 8 No«»«« Om ’972. 1974)
Foolproof 1197$ concert! ..............
PATTI SM(TM
Teanega Parserety tfrva 1978)
Herd Nipple* 1 concert 1
Suparbunny (Uva 1975) .
In Heat (197$ concert!
THE U X PBTOU
Fun U S Show (26 12 19771
Gun Control UM 10 1 1978!

MOO

84 60 
84 50

• $450 
$4 60

• $4 5C 
$4 M 
6*50 
$4 50

$4 50 
64.50

$* 50 S(Xin* litudid reeordin») $4 50
$0 50

64 50

SUPERTRAMP
Lm Il976cono0rtl.
Li»» Al The Seattle Arene 1977.

64 50
$4 50

$4 50
$4 60
$4 50

THE YAR06IRDS
More Golden Eggt (ttudoJ 
UH Hurrah In Tha Big Apple

$4 50

$8 00 
$800 

$1450

$4 50

IlM 30 3.88 with Jimmy Peg«) 
YES
Lm Ai Long Beach Arena 26 9 77 ..............
FRANK ZAPPA
Pygmy Pony (1974 concert!

$4 50

$4 60
$4 50 M»i»l Man Hat Hrwnai i W.ngi n ,dra and hwl $4 50
$4 50 No Commercial Potential < 1971 concerti) <1T>I $8 00

NEVILLE PURVIS 
PUTS HIS 

MUSIC 
WHERE HIS MOUTH IS!

(DoubN al burnt count as 2 records)
TO ORDER: POSTAGE RATES: (All prices wi in Ausiralun dollanl
Lift th« record! you require, ittimnivt choices (optional), and your name and SURFACE air
mailing addres. Endo« payment in the form ol a bank draft (international Firn record Si.60 Firn record $3 20
cheque), Awtralian dollars or the equivalent in N.Z. dollars (cheques drawn on Second record $ I 50 Second record $1 40
N.Z. bank accounts cannot be accepted). each extra 3 records $0 60 each extia record $0 70

TOAD HALL'S RARE RECORDS P.O. BOX 36 • SOUTHLAND CENTRE VICTORIA • AUSTRALIA 3192

PLEASE SEND
□ RECORDS AS PER MY ATTACHED LIST
□ FREE,CATALOGUE NO. 29. JULY .
□ PAYMENT ENCLOSED (S........................... )

NAME ......  

ADDRESS
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ROCK A 
LAGIOCOSCO 
/GAY ROCK

Five years ago I read this curious ad in the 
personal column of the Los Angeles Advo
cate, the gay American tabloid, The legend 
read: "Liza, Shirley, Barbra, Merman, Peggy 
fans. Contact me for that hard to get mater
ial. H.L. Medici, 51 Clifton Ave C, Newark NJ 
07104". This little gem nestled between an 
ad for Gay Mormon group and one in which 
Don Love proclaimed his interest in latex 
rubber baby pants, sheets, diapers and other 
related gear.

Surely this isn't really where it's at for the 
gay community? And with gay activists re
newing their vigil in Gay Pride week last 
month, it might be worth looking at some 
cross currents between the music scene and 
the gay life style.

In the last dozen years or so Donovan was 
probably one of the first singers to foster a 
deliberate gay consciousness. His rather fey 
and willowy style is not really completely ac
counted for by the late sixties flower power. 
When Donovan sings to his drummer on 
“Song to John" from the Open Road album, 
“You're my single, lemme be your chart", it 
would take more than the hasty introduction 
of country ladies in the last few lines, to take 
the reverberations off that statement.

However, Donovan’s pervasive feyness 
probably works against the gay implications 
of such moments. Similarly the rather pat 
word-games in "Get Back" and ‘Ob-La-De, 
Ob-LaDa" show the Beatles’were more in
terested in word-games than treating gay 
themes per se. The Rolling Stones went on 
their early seventies decadence kick, 
whether it be in the legendary “Cocksucker 
Blues” or the live version of "Honky Tonk 
Woman” with its 3rd verse about sailors. And 
now that Bianca has declared that she feels 
like a man, Jagger has really become gay by 
default.

Ray Davies and the Kinks were probably 
the group of this period who were mostly 
closely in line with a gay consciousness, 'i he 
rather sad and wry vignettes of "Two Sis
ters" and “Death of Clown" are poignant 

reminders that some people just don't make 
it in the rat race of Life. No, I'm not going to 
quote Thoreau and his wretched drum.

And when the Kinks came out with "Lola" 
in 1970, here was a song that really did treat 
a gay theme with a directness that was al
most startling. It didn’t pull its punches 
either:

Well I'm not the world's most masculine 
man

But I know what I am and I'm glad I'm a 
man
And so is Lola.

1970, and the culturally right-wing gay cli
ques were starting to cluster around a dying 
Judy Garland. Across the Atlantic, Janis lan 
had included a remarkably matter-of-fact 
treatment of a gay theme in her song "Queen 
Merka and Me":

And the great stoned hash-eater, the child
less white Peter

Who walks with his boyfriend on into the 
spray

Saying “I love you babe", walking down 
towards the pavement

Enlocking, embracing as to say "I don't 
care"

I love him more than her.
Admittedly Janis lan has now announced 

her own gayness. But in the late sixties, this

was probably not the greatest of the prob
lems she had to deal with. And she didn't soil 
her track record with any hideous closet 
productions like Rod McKuen’s The Body 
Electric - the Erotic Words of Walt Whitman.

The 70's moved on. Many groups flirted 
with images that suggested all was not 
straight ... So one of Steppenwolf liked 
cross-dressing and it was said that ... 
(whisper) one of the Kinks was . . . gay . .. 
and so on and so forth proving nothing. Then 
David Bowie, showperson supreme, picked 
the right time, donned a dress and an
nounced to the world that he was gay. And 

there's two record covers for proof!
However Bowie's apocalyptic visions had 

little place for exclusively gay themes. What 
can one say? He admits to being a non
aggressive dad in "Kooks", or that "Lady 
Stardust" is about Marc Bolan? It took Lou 
Reed, with all his Velvet Underground ap
prenticeship behind him, to write songs with 
fairly direct gay themes — "Walk on the Wild 
Side", “Vicious", "New York Telephone 
Conversation" and “Make up", which almost 
has Lou making a clarion call:

Now we're coming out, out of our closets 
Out on the streets, yea, we're coming out 
If Lou Reed was the undoubted King of 

New York Bizarre in his time, then his West 
Coast equivalent, Frank Zappa, hardly makes 
any use of gay themes. The only ones I can 
recall are Rodney Bingenheimer claiming 
that young homosexuals yearn for Wild Man 
Fischer's red underpants, and the occasion 
frisson in the Girls Together Outrageously's 
first, and only, album.

There have always been odd-shot records 
with gay overtones. When Smith Ballew re
corded "Can't We Be Friends ” in 1929 using 
the 'girl's words', he was starting a mildly 
amusing joke that would be echoed in recent 
years by George Melly ("Kitchen Man"), lan 
Mathews ("Da doo ron ron") and Bryan Ferry 
("It’s My Party"). Jonathan King is relevant 
here but beneath discussion, let alone con
tempt. And Kevin Ayers missed a golden op
portunity in his recent "Falling in Love 
Again". Did Elton John have that little influ
ence on him?

Then there have always been gay songs 
with uncomfortably chauvinist overtones — 
like Shel Silverstein with his heart in the 
wrong place. Ben Gay's "Ballad of Ben Gay“ 
on the compilation album Dr Demento's De
lights is a grubby and not very funny in
stance. Then there is Leon Russell's snide 
attack on Little Richard in "Crystal Closet 
Queen" and Jimmy Webb’s "Once in the 
Morning" from his Letters album — an al
together better humoured attempt. However, 
when he did the song with the Supremes, 
Webb made sure that he didn't sing the 
verse:

I was hanging round London trying to pick 
up a new line

When a man I did not know he invited me 
to dine

Hesaidwe can make each other happyyou 
know we're both the same kind

And I like some of yours if you'll please 
take some of mine

Some amazingly realistic songs emerged 

in these years. Sparks' view of boarding 
school passions in "Angus Desire", or “And 
the Boys Lazed on the Verandah” which 
Peter Sarstedt wrote for Fresh's first album 
Out of Borstal. And the United States of 
America spelt it out in upper-case in “The 
American Way of Love":

Later on an indiscreet
Encounter in the men's room
While you tell yourself that a natural urge 

prevailed
Disco is currently popular in the gay com

munity — in the States the Ritchie Family 
come across as a sort of soft-core Labelle to 
their gay fans, and a few years ago the Mira
cles wrote their brilliant “Ain’t Nobody 
Straight in L.A." for their City of Angels 
album. But gay rock and punk rock, or gay 
rock and new wave surely isn't that a little bit 
like Kipling’s East and West.

Well, that was before Tom Robinson. The 
same man whose records are being banned 
left right and centre by Auntie NZBC (free 
publicity! free publicity!). Robinson's "Glad 
to be Gay" is a sort of anthem or cheer call 
for the gay community — a highly polemical 
song, to put it mildly. But musically the song 
seems a little suspect for a new wave group. 
Surely it is realty soft - pedal - showbiz • 
cabaret style, just waiting for a Liza Minelli 
treatment a la the finale of New York, New 
York.

I think "Don’t Take No for an Answer" from 
the Robinson E.P. is far more effective as a 
gay protest song. Certainly it is more oblique 
in its attack, but the whole song catches the 
atmosphere of a sad misencounter from the 
personal columns of Gay News:

No use sticking together
I gotta get out or get off
I offered you a slice
But you tell me no dice
Because you wanted the lot.
Such an indirect treatment is often the 

most effective. After all some of the most 
sensitive instances of minority-portrayal in 
songs can be found in songs which do not 
set out to protest for. that particular minority 
— viz Janis Ian’s "Queen Merka and Me". 
About three years ago Mercury released Ste
ven Grossman's Caravan Tonight — gay 
singer, gay songs, good reviews in Rolling 
Stone, but not ultimately a very happy affair. I 
wonder what Tom Robinson will do in his 
album?

P S. Maybe Mr Medici is still open to offers, 
but I refuse to furnish any reader with Don 
Love's address.
William Dart

FROM THE #1 NEW GROUP OF 1977:
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Neville*s Colum
NEVILLE PURVIS AT YOUR 
SERVICE ...

I'm warnin' ya. I'm two hours past the 
deadline, there's a stack of lagers in front 
of me and already I’m fractionally more 
than half-cut. So this month it's RAVE ALL 
THE WAY.

* * *
Amazing what passes for comedy in this 

laugh-starved land of milk and money (bit 
of verse from Purvis there). Last night I 
went to a club to see this stand-up comic 
called RAZOR LARF — just checkin' out 
the opposition yunnerstand ... I needn't 
have worried. His big finish was an impres
sion of ELVIS PRESLEY in which he lay in a 
coffin and never moved for two minutes . . . 
As an encore he said he'd do a VOLCANO. 
He whipped off his shirt, lay down again 
and put Talcum Powder in his navel. Then 
he coughed.

* * *
CORBEN SIMPSON is back in town. A 

weirdo from way back. Corben was with 
BLERTA and later FEATURED at 
Ngaruawahia. Last week he hit the Big A 
after sitting out in the country for a few 
years. He's already auditioning a band. 
He's rumoured to have a lady singer signed 
up. And it looks like pretty soon it's BACK 
ON THE ROAD AGAIN.

* * *
I swear I had nothin' to do with it ... 

Some kind of factory cock-up meant 
thousands of the new JOHNNY 
MATHIS/DENISE WILLIAMS single went 
into the shops with the NEVILLE PURVIS 
DISCO SONG on the A-side ... By the time 
they discovered the mistake and recalled 
stocks, most of them had sold. Purvis fana
tics everywhere must have rushed the 
shops. And as a result Johnny Mathis is on 
the charts for the first time since Noah was 
a COWBOY.

* * *
If you weren't quick enough, don't worry.

The OFFICIAL RELEASE is now in the disc 
boutiques — that’s if it hasn’t sold out. And 
that's both hits plus a picture sleeve.

The BIG QUESTION is WHAT'S NEXT 
after NEW WAVE and DISCO?

Believe it or don't, the answer is LOCAL 
PRODUCT. The energy is already building 
solidly. Nineteen-seventy-nine looks like 
the year we FINALLY discover that our 
music is as good as anyone else's.

When the Kangaroos can hype OLIVIA, 
NEWT & JOHN and ANDY GIBB to the top 
of the overseas charts along with the Re- 
Re-Processed Bee Gees — then it's time we 
PULLED FINGER. Of course the RECORD 
COMPANIES and the RADIO and TELEVI
SION people are gonna have to wake up. 
The fact of the matter is that these days it's 
BIG BIKKIES! Kiwis spend thirty million 
bucks a year on records. And compared 
with the overseas market that's a SPOON
FUL OF CHICKENSHIT.

A bit of HYPE (or MARKETING as they 
call it in business circles) is all that’s 
needed . .. Far be it from me to criticise
Rob Muldoon but someone should point 
out to him that ABBA have creamed
VOLVO as Sweden's top money-earner. I'll 
tell you one thing for free — be a hulluva lot

As a contribution to the export drive I had 
the best graphic artist in the country design 
a logo. "ONE HUNDRED PERCENT KIWI 
ROCK" could become the key line in

This month it seems most appropriate to 
arrange the new singles in descending order 
of punkness (or curliness if you subscribe to 
the New Wave theory). The only difficulty is 
the steadily increasing numbers of perfor
mers who are knocking out either imitations 
or parodies (sometimes it's hard to tell). Still, 
here goes.

We re on safe ground with "She’s So Mod
ern" by the Boomtown Rats. It has the right 
words — although perhaps a little foo right 
to be ahead of the fashion — the guitars go 
chunka-chunka and they should love it on the 
jukebox down at Zwines. Still and all, if 
'Looking After No. One", complete with neat 

T.V. clip, couldn’t make it, it may not be able 
to see much action against the Bee Gees.

Also in the easy category are the Tom 
Robinson Band. Their words are well and 
truly in the style — not to mention extremely 
appropriate, and rather amusing in a black 
sort of way. "Up Against The Wall" is not 
quite the MC5 rant you might expect, but 
rather a wry look at the problems facing 
Britain's leaders, and a few tips on how to 
make them worse. The guitars here don't just 
confine themselves to going chunka-chunka, 
there is also a very fine guitar solo which 
clocks in well inside the allowable maximum. 
I suspect that this will get the airplay that the 

closeted ones didn't dare give the TRB's last 
effort.

We step onto shakey ground with the nor
mally dependable Motors. Where their previ
ous releases have been a little too close to 
Status Quo to win the hearts of the true punk 
(I hear there's one left — living in Remuera 
with his mum and dad) — "Airport” is a dif
ferent kettle of vinyl. Piano and string synth
esiser don't augur well, and when the acous
tic guitars and da-da-da-das come in, you 
just have to face it. It’s pop music of the minor 
key kind — and damn good too.

Mink De Ville have credentials all right, 
but they got theirs rather differently from 
their English competitors. Here the Marty 
Robbins arrangement, and the production by 
Jack Nitzsche give the record an indefinable 
air — perhaps it will remind you of Gene Pit
ney. And just for the hell of it, listen to the 
harmonica solo and see if you can convince 
yourself that it isn't Bob Dylan. This has been 
an instant rumour.

Our very own Neville Purvis comes next — 
neatly straddling the line between Disco and 
Punk, in a shameless attempt to sell out. The 
main trouble with "It Takes Money", is that 
somebody forgot to tell the drummer that it 
was the New Wave side of the record he was 
playing on — although I suspect if Boney M 
get to hear it they could make a mint out of 
the style. Meanwhile, over on side two, 
Neville and the girls whoop up a storm of 
‘Get Downs', 'Right Ons' and ‘Whassa Guts'. 
"Disco on My Radio" — the morals of the 
BCNZ allowing — might be just the sellout 
Neville is looking for.

The British Lions may have seemed like a 
clever name in 1977 — but the All Blokes 
soon put a stop to that. Unfortunately the 
sight of a lot of ageing Welshmen trying to 
keep up with the flower of New Zealand 
manhood is closely paralleled by the perfor
mance of their namesakes in trying to foot it 
with the punks. Despite the title, (and almost 
the right amount of chunka-chunka) "One 
More Chance To Run" is not going to score 
in the corner. I’d say it was comprehensively 
out-scrummed.

Finally, amongst all the sickly outbreak of 
’Power Pap', I’ve sneaked insomethingfrom 
somebody who knows better. Todd 
Rundgren made the all-time best pop album, 
Something/Anything (gunna argue?) and 
after all that Utopia drivel it is good to hear 
him do it again with "Can We Still Be 
Friends". This is my record of the month — 
all the rest sound like ashtrays on my turnta
ble by comparison.
Francis Stark

The SIX TOP POP QUEST' BANDS competing for
1st Prize
• Jansen P.A. 135 8-channel 150 watt PA-Mixer Amp
lifier plus two matching speaker cabinets (value -* 
$1,200.00)
2nd Prize
•Gibson Marauder’ guitar (value - $600.00)

3rd Prize
• Aria guitar (value - $100.00)

Special Prize (Best Original Song)
• Yamaha DM 5080 Uni-directional Dynamic Mic
rophone (value - $90.00)

Listen to
■1250MUSKB
« for details
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Letters
Rip It Up PO Box 5689, Auckland.

How much longer can the great bands of 
the South Island be ignored by the rock es
tablishment. Anyone whose heard The 
Enemy or The Vamp from Dunedin or The 
Vauxhalls from Christchurch would realise 
that these bands leave shit like the Surbur- 
ban Reptiles in the dust.

Dunedin's rock bands are gonna break big 
and you guys gonna be sorry you ignored 
them. Flying four bands from Auckland to 
Wellington Festival and ignoring The Enemy 
is criminal. Our day will come — North Island 
sucks — South Island rules OK.
A. Pathetic Dunedin

Happy birthday and coil^raTtrlations for a 
fine magazine.

There is one thing wrong with this 
magazine and it could ruin it. You wanna 
know what the fault is — basically, Neville, 
and his shitarse column. Whydon’tyou show 
him the boot. I'm sure me and a lot of other 
‘concerned1 readers would appreciate it.

One last word, we’ve had enough of En
glish new wave, could you please give us 
some high class New York acts, eg Tom Petty 
& the Heartbreakers, Patti Smith, Talking 
Heads, Television etc.
Mike Thornton Papakura

Poured a little Scotch 
into my cup 
started to write 
to rip it up 
But who'd want to read about 
where I’ve been 
even in a 
free magazine 
Chorus:
There’s one more sip 
and one more toke 
success is Just 
another Joke 
etc
Guy Phillips Another Joke’, 1978.

I am writing concerning two things, firstly: 
Mr Potter's letter and secondly the best NZ 
song I’ve ever heard — "My Pohutakawa" by 
Citizen Band.

Who does Mr Potter think he is? I felt the 
review of the Wings album was excellent. 
The album is trash and I feel the humerous 
way the review was written softened the blow 

it should have received. Reviews are always 
personal views.

This brings me to "My Pohutakawa". This 
must be the best NZ song written in years. 
(It’s on the B side of "I Feel Good”). Why the 
hell hasn't it been thrashed to death on 
Radio? To let this song die would be a crime. 
For f**k sake let’s support local artists. Citi
zen Band are brilliant and they are right 
under our noses.

Dr rock has had "My Pohutakawa" on R 
with P a couple of times — it’s good to see 
someone's got taste.
Paul Kirber Mt Eden

Having unwillingly contracted a severe 
case of Saturday Nite Fever, I was left with no 
choice but to consult my local 
psychopathologist. He advised me to stop 
reading papers, except for N.M.E. and Rip it 
Up. watching TV, venturing out and listening 
to the radio, except Barry Jenkin, until the 
epidemic had passed. I decided to take his 
advice and am pleased to say I'm riding high 
on the crest of the New Wave back to recov
ery.

He also told me that the symptoms of the 
fever, total insanity, was infecting many lov
ers of decent music and that the cause was 
the total monopolisation of the world by the 
Bee Gees.

Finally he said that the only cure was either 
to follow his instructions or set out to erase 
all trace of the Bee Gees from the earth. To 
this end I am now forming a Bee Gees annihi
lation society, (KILL for short). Anyone wish
ing to join should see me personally at 
Zwines any Saturday night.
Chris the punk.

The music that was presented at the 1978 
Jazz Festival, to me, was a fine display of 
music of the late 50's and early 60’s. I'm not 
knocking the be-bop players but it is nice to 
listen to jazz of today.

If acts like Herbie Hancock, Stanley Clarke, 
Weather Report, Chick Corea etc were pre
sented in Auckland, N.Z.'ers could see how 
jazz has progressed over the years.

Why, on such an important occasion as the 
Auckland Jazz Festival cannot all forms of 
jazz be presented, by overseas and local ar
tists. I'm sure the NZ jazz fans would be de
lighted to know of the abundance of (unas
sisted) professional musicians around NZ 
who are currently playing (& writing) jazz of 
today.
Russell Good Mt Eden

COMPOSED 
AND PRODUCED BY

Need Something for Your Head?

Take 
Eno’s
Brian Eno (ex-Roxy Music 
Keyboards) is joined by 
several brilliant musicians 
including guitarist Phil 
Manzanera on his latest 
album "Before And After 
Science". Initial copieswill 
include four imported 
full-colour art prints. Listen 
to the track "Here He 
Comes” and then take 
Eno’s back to your place. 
Available at record stores 
July 10th — even your 
chemist can’t prescribe this 
one.

marketed by polydor

□A Division of 
Phonogram Ltd 
New Zealand
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